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SUMMARY

Thestudy of helicopteraerodynamicloading for acousticsapplicationsrequires
the applicationof efficient yet accuratesimulationsof the velocity field inducedby the
rotor'svortexwake. This report summarizeswork to dateon thedevelopmentof suchan
analysis,which buildson therefinedConstantVorticity Contour(CVC) freewakemodel,
previouslyimplementedfor the studyof vibratory loadingin theRotorCRAFTcomputer
code. Theprimary focusof thepresenteffort hasbeenon implementationof anairload
reconstructionapproachthat computeshigh resolutionairload solutionsof rotor/rotor-
wake interactionsrequired for acousticscomputations. Supplementaryefforts on the
developmentof improvedvortex coremodeling, unsteadyaerodynamiceffects,higher
spatial resolution of rotor loading, and fast vortex wake implementations have
substantially enhanced the capabilities of the resulting software, denoted
RotorCRAFT/AA (AeroAcoustics). Resultsof validation calculationsusingrecently-
acquiredmodelrotor dataarepresented,asareotherdemonstrationcalculationsonmain
rotorsandtail rotors. Thesecalculationsshowthat byemployingaidoadreconstructionit
is possibleto apply theCVC wakeanalysiswith temporalandspatialresolutionsuitable
for acousticsapplicationswhile reducingthe computationtime requiredby oneto two
orders of magnituderelative to the direct calculationsused in traditional methods.
Promising correlation with measuredairload and noise datahasbeenobtained for a
varietyof rotor configurationsandoperatingconditions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The efficient and accurate computation of wake-induced loading on helicopter
blades is an important topic for many rotorcraft applications. One such application is
rotorcraft noise analysis, where one of the most significant challenges is the problem of
prediction of noise from rotor/wake interactions. Such noise is generated both by
interactions of main rotor blades with their own wake as well as main rotor / tail rotor

interactions. Very accurate computation of the wake influence is required for noise
calculations, along with high temporal resolution. Previous efforts (Refs. 1 and 2)
addressed an important component of the prediction of unsteady loads, namely the

analysis of wake-induced flow fields. This work was carded out in part to demonstrate
an exceptionally efficient approach to the generation of high-resolution velocity field
calculations, based on the method of flow field reconstruction. The work on this topic

has covered a wide range of wake/rotor interactions, including the interaction of the main
rotor with its own wake (Ref. 1) and main rotor/tail rotor interactions (Ref. 2).

The present report summarizes work on the development of a comprehensive
analysis of rotor aerodynamics designed to obtain high resolution loading for
aeroacoustics applications. The point of departure for this development effort was the
RotorCRAFT (Computation of Rotor Aerodynamics in Forward flighT) code (Refs. 3 and
4). The analysis that has emerged from the present effort has dramatically expanded
capabilities relative to its parent code. The new analysis has been designated
RotorCRAFT/AA (AeroAcoustics) to indicate its new focus. Broadly, the new

capabilities of RotorCRAFT/AA include:

flow field and airload reconstruction capabilities that permit high-resolution

computations with a reduction of from one to two orders of magnitude in CPU
relative to direct free wake computations.

additional efficiency enhancements, including fast vortex methods based on
multipole expansions, that produce a factor of 5 to 10 in CPU reduction in
addition to that realized by reconstruction.

- improved models of unsteady aerodynamic effects.

high resolution blade surface pressure modeling, including thickness effects

multilayer vortex core modeling, permitting more realistic predictions of
wake-induced velocity fields during close blade/vortex encounters.

dual rotor modeling capability to address main rotor / tail rotor interactions

After a brief review of related efforts, the technical details of these and related
basic features of RotorCRAFT/AA will be described. Results involving the application

of reconstruction techniques to both flow field and airload prediction will be presented,

including comparisons to recently acquired measurements of unsteady loads on main
rotor blades. Finally, the priorities currently envisioned for follow-on work to build on

the present code for still more advanced implementations will be summarized.

1.1 Background

As noted, the motivation for the work described here was the analysis of rotor
noise due to wake/rotor interactions. Substantial effort has gone into both experimental



and analyticalstudyof the general topic of rotorcraft acoustics in recent years (Refs. 5-
11). Experimental studies such as References 6 and 7 have amply, demonstrated the
importance of blade/wake interaction in the generation of loading noise. Though recent

analytical and computational work has shown some pro.gress toward predicting rotor
noise (Refs. 8-11), it is clear that substantial problems remain to be solved.

An obvious prerequisite to successful prediction of rotor noise is accurate analysis
of unsteady aerodynamic loading, which in turn depends on an ability to correctly model
the structure of the main rotor wake and the velocity field it induces. Recent studies of
rotor wake vortex dynamics have produced a rotor wake model that is superior in
ref'mement, consistency, and efficiency to previous treatments. It was found in Reference
12 that in order to successfully predict main rotor aerodynamic loads, it is necessary to
account for the vortex wake generated by the entire blade span, not just the tip region. A

particularly attractive implementation of a full-span wake involves modeling the wake by
a field of constant strength filaments which correspond to the actual resultant vorticity
field in the wake (see Fig. 1-1, which shows the wake of one blade of a four-bladed rotor
at advance ratio 0.3). These vortex filaments are laid out on contours of constant vortex
sheet strength in the rotor wake, a circumstance that gives the method its name: the

Constant Vorticity Contour (CVC) wake model. The CVC wake model treats each
curved vortex element as a resultant vector of the local vorticity field, an approach that

removes the essentially artificial distinction between "shed" and "trailed" vorticity.
Figure 1-1 shows the very complicated incident wake structure generated by typical
rotors; this complex structure leads to a wide range of possible interactions of the wake
with the main rotor blades, as well as the potential for significant main rotor/tail rotor

(MRITR) interactions. Figure 1-2 illustrates the still more complex vorficity fields that
can arise in low speed flight, when wake-on-wake interaction becomes particularly
significant.

References 3 and 12 discuss the development of the CVC vortex dynamics
analysis method and document its success in the prediction of main rotor blade unsteady
aft'loading. The resulting RotorCRAFT code uses a vortex lattice representation of the
blade to predict aerodynamic loads and a finite element model of the rotor blade
structure. RotorCRAFT incorporates a full flap/lag/torsion aeroelastic model that
captures realistic blade deflections, as well as a trim algorithm that ensures that the rotor
loading is calculated using consistent control settings. References 3, 4, and 13 describe
the technical substance of RotorCRAFT as well as its application to a variety of

calculations of practical importance, including studies of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic loads on rotors in both high- and low-speed flight.

Reference 4 describes the extension of the RotorCRAFT code to the computation
of blade stresses and hub loads. This work was motivated by the desire to support recent
research into the application of higher harmonic pitch control for the alleviation of rotor
noise. Experimental studies have shown considerable promise in the strategy of applying
four-per-rev(4P) root pitch control to reduce rotor noise (Ref. 14). However, the effect of
such control strategies on vibratory load levels must be considered. To address such
issues, an extended version of RotorCRAFT - denoted Mod 1.0 - was developed that
allowed for the calculation of internal blade stresses as well as forces and moments at the

rotor hub. Representative results of this work are presented in Reference 4.

While the existing variants of the basic RotorCRAFT code embodied a significant
capability for the prediction of unsteady airloads, a substantial increment in performance
was required to enable the analysis to resolve rotor loading on the time scales necessary
for the direct prediction of rotor acoustics. Moreover, additional features had to be added

to permit the computation of distributed surface pressures in a form suitable for input to



Fi_el-1. Typical Constant Vorticity Contour (CVC) wake geometry for a UH-60
main rotor at advance ratio 0.3 (only the wake of one blade is shown for

clarity).
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Figure 1-2. CVC rotor wake geometry for a UH-60A rotor in low speedflight,
advanceratio 0.136.



rotor noise analysessuch as NASA's WOPWOP code (Ref. 15). Finally, basic
improvementsalsowererequiredin avarietyof areas,suchasthemodelingof nearwake
unsteadyeffectson therotor blade,enhancedrepresentationsof vortexcorestructure,and
thecapabilityto analyzemainrotor/ tail rotor systems.

These requirements constituted the technical motivation for the development of
RotorCRAFT/AA. The sections that follow address the major elements of the code in
detail. Sections 2 and 3 describe the methods used to accelerate the vortex wake

computations, focusing on flow field reconstruction and fast vortex methods; Sections 4
and 5 discuss fundamental improvements to the wake and blade models; Section 6

describes the computation of surface pressure distributions and the calculation of rotor
noise; Section 7 details the results of an extensive correlation study for both rotor airloads
and noise; and Section 8 summarizes the work to date, as well as the likely priorities for
follow-on work.



2.0 FLOW FIELD AND AIRLOAD RECONSTRUCTION

The resultsdiscussedin References 3 and 4 address the prediction of unsteady
loads that contribute to rotor vibration, but aerodynamic loads of much higher

characteristic frequency must be resolved to predict rotor noise. This means that very
small time steps must be used to discretize each rotor revolution. Since the CVC wake
model is a Lagrangian description of the vortex wake, it suffers from problems with
computational efficiency common to all such methods when very high temporal
resolution of the flow is required. A 'reconstruction' approach has been developed to
allow the refined flow field model inherent in the CVC wake description to be retained

while reducing the computational requirements from one to two orders of magnitude
relative to direct, conventional Lagrangian computations of unsteady vorticity fields.

Previous papers and reports have outlined the operation of this approach, which will be
briefly summarized in this section, along with results of demonstration calculations.

2.1 Outline of Reconstruction

The first step in motivating the reconstruction approach is to appreciate that the
rapid l¢mporal variations in the velocity field (and airloads) observed on rotor blades
encountering the vortex wake are directly related to the steep _ velocity gradients
they experience during such interactions. Small time steps are required to resolve these
interactions, leading to large CPU times for conventional Lagrangian models. In such

models, traditional practice is to model several turns of the vortex wake with freely
distorting vortex elements; one element is introduced in the flow field at each time step
(typically at the generating rotor blade) while one is removed (or merged into a
prescribed far wake model) at the end of the free wake region. The computation time

scales with the quantity NTNE 2, where NT is the number of time steps per blade
revolution and NE is the number of wake elements. Doubling the number of time steps

per revolution requires twice as many wake elements to represent the same length of free
wake. Therefore, the computation time scales with the cube of the number of time steps.

Now consider a different approach that could circumvent this very substantial

computational burden. First assume that the core size of the main rotor vortices

penetrating or approaching a region of interest _ could be increased arbitrarily (the

"region of interest" or "evaluation region" is typically a grid of points on the main rotor or
tail rotor blades). This would make the velocity gradients encountered by the rotor blades
much smoother and, consequently, far fewer time steps would be required to resolve the
blade loads to an acceptable degree of accuracy. A simulation with artificially "fat"
vortex cores could thus be undertaken with a complex Lagrangian model such as the full-
span CVC wake using reasonable amounts of CPU time, though the solution would be
physically meaningless because of the artificial smoothing. However, if the use of the fat

core were restricted to computation of the induced velocity in _ and the actual vortex

core were used elsewhere (e.g., wake-on-wake interactions) then the motion of the vortex
wake through the region of interest would be correct; any errors due to the use of the fat
core would only affect the nearfield flow used to compute wake-induced velocities on the

points in _x;_.

This approach assumes that the correct velocity profile inside the vortex core (i.e.,
the 'actual core' solution) is known or that the analyst is willing to specify a suitable

approximation to it. Given this additional assumption, it is possible to construct nearfield
corrections to recover the physically correct solution with the actual core from the
smoothed velocity field with low temporal resolution. Since this correction scheme is



appliedonly to therelatively smallnumberof pointsof evaluationin _;_,thetotal CPU
time requiredshouldbenegligiblecomparedto theCVCrotor wakecalculationrequired
to definethewakegeometry.Also, thetime evolutionof thevortexwakeelementsin
is handledthrough interpolationof the filament trajectories. Sincethe low-resolution
f'damenttrajectoriesare interpolated(asopposedto inducedvelocities),highereffective
timeresolutioncanbeobtained.

Using this general approach, then, computationsyielding high spatial and
temporalresolutionof thewakeflow field couldbecomemuchmoreefficient, sincehigh
local accuracyis obtainedby matchingin anappropriatenearfieldsolutionrather thanby
direct computationof the vortex wake geometryusing small time steps. Clearly, the
executionof sucha localnearfieldcorrectionis crucial to theaccuracyof thismethod. A
further discussionof thenearfield correctionschemeusedhereis given in Section2.2,
with furtherdiscussionin Section4.

The first stepin the overall computationis to run the CVC free wake model in
RotorCRAFT/AA for aspecifiednumberof mainrotor revolutionsusingrelativelycoarse
time steps,usuallybetweenthirty andfifty stepspermainrotor revolution. At eachtime
step the velocity field generatedat specifiedpoints within a user-definedevaluation
region _ is calculatedand stored;for most applicationsof interesthere,_;_coincides
with the surfaceof the rotor blades. Simultaneously,the positionsand orientationsof
vortex filament intersectionswith a referencevolume that encompasses_ are also
recorded.Therole of thisvolumeandof theplanesboundingit is to definea convenient
referencefor the geometryof the vortex filaments in the near field of _2;_,allowing
correctiontermsto beapplied. Thesecomputationscomprisetheinitial (andby far the
most computationally costly) phaseof the overall analysis. It is important to note,
however, that this calculationrequiresvastly lesscomputationtime thanwould a direct
calculationattherefinedtime stepsnormallyrequiredfor acousticscalculations.

Oncethis portionof thesimulationis completed,areconstructionprogramis used
to takethe storedinformationon thewake-inducedvelocity field andthe "tracks"of the
vortex intersectionswith the scanplanesandregeneratethevelocity field inducedby the
transitof the actualwakevortices throughthe vicinity of 0;_. This is accomplishedby
first interpolatingthesmoothedvelocity field generatedby usingthefat coreto yield the
"background"flow at eachof theevaluationpoints, i.e. a low-resolutionsolution for the
flow field. Note thatthis is interpolationin time, which can be carded out in confidence
because the use of the fat core has eliminated the steep velocity gradients from the

velocity field at the points of evaluation. Second, the positions of the vortex elements
within the scan volume are also interpolated providing the information needed for
producing high temporal resolution histories of the vortex trajectories and thus of the
local flow field. By applying the nearfield analytical correction terms detailed in
References 1 and 2 to the low-resolution flow computed using the fat core, the velocity

induced using the actual vortex core can be recaptured while simultaneously refining the
time history of the flow field at the selected evaluation points.

As noted above, the reduction in CPU typically scales with the cube of the

temporal interpolation factor, i.e., a factor of 5 should yield roughly two orders of
magnitude reduction in CPU time. A flow chart depicting the major features of the
reconstruction procedure is given in Figure 2-1. Note that this flow chart depicts the
generation of aerodynamic loads as well as high resolution flow field calculations; the
methods used for the computation of such loads will be outlined in the next section.
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Figure 2-1. Flow chart of the operation of the RotorCRAFT/AA code, highlighting the
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This reconstructionprocedureiscomplexto implement,butoncein placeit yields
not only dramatic reductions in CPU time but also a high degreeof flexibility and
robustness. Previousmethodsusing approachessuperficially similar to that described
herehavein factbeenbasedon adhoc treatmentof closeinteractioneffects. Oneof the
strengthsof the presentimplementationis that the nearfield velocity correctionsare
producedby a formal matching.proceduresimilar to themethodof matchedasymptotic
expansions. This method is one application of the technique known as
Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM), an approachto problems in vortex dynamics
describedin severalrecentpapers(Refs. 16-18). The discussionin the next section
briefly summarizestheapplicationof ANM in thiscontext.

2.2 Applicationof NearField Correctionsvia ANM

As notedabove,the numericalflee wakevelocity field f'u'stis smoothedwith an
artificially fat vortex core when velocities at the points in the evaluation region are
computed. Becausethis smoothingproducesvery gradualvariations in velocity, only
relatively few calculationpointsarerequiredto reconstructthisvelocity field accurately
in the designatedregion of interest. The fat core smoothingis usedonly to calculate
wake effectsat theevaluationpoints,whereasthe actualcoreis usedwhen calculating
velocitieson thewakeitself. This meansthatthevortexfilament motionsarestill being
accuratelycomputed.

Given thegeometryandtrajectoryof thefilaments,an analyticalsolutionis then
developedbasedon the near'fieldfilamentconfiguration. This solution incorporatesthe
local position andcurvatureof the filament modeledasa parabolicarc. Actually, to
computethecorrectiontermthatremovesthe error introducedby usingthefat core, two
suchanalytical solutions aresuperimposed. One solution adds the contribution of a
vortex filament with a physically realistic core, and the other solution subtracts a vortex
filament with the same fat core used in the numerical calculation. The net effect in the
near field is to cancel the numerical fat core effect and add the effect of the actual core
size. At the same time, the far field effect remains unchanged since the two portions of

the analytical solution cancel in the far field. The superposition of analytical and
numerical solutions is shown in Figure 2-2.

Typically, "fat" vortex cores are at least three to four times the size of the baseline
"actual" core (see Section 2.5). The numerical smoothing is achieved by use of a

particular vortex core model chosen for its ease of implementation, smooth behavior, and
its functional simplicity. In its two-dimensional form, the vortex swirl velocity is

expressed as v0 = (F/2_)r (r 2 + re2) -1 (i.e., what is conventionally termed a "Scully core").

For small r (<< re) the velocity behaves as if in solid body rotation, whereas for large r
(>> re) the velocity behaves as an irrotational point vortex. When velocities are computed
in the evaluation region, rc is replaced by rf, where rf is a fat core radius to provide
smoothing; for all other velocity calculations a physically realistic value of core radius rc
is used.

It is important to note that this choice of a vortex core model was not intended as
an accurate description of the core flow field, but rather as a representative model suitable
for use in demonstrating the analysis. The "actual" vortex core sizes were chosen to be

typical of those visualized or inferred from flow field data in the literature. One of the
strengths of the reconstruction approach implemented here is that the nearfield solution
can take nearly any analytical form. Even relatively complex local flow fields

representing, for example, a multilayer laminar/turbulent core structure may be built into
the nearfield solution without impairing the computational efficiency of the method.
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Implementation of such a core model is discussed in Section 4, which also describes how
this treatment interfaces with the existing core model in the CVC wake.

2.3 Examples of Flow Field Reconstruction

Reference 1 described several preliminary applications of flow field

reconstruction to representative main rotor systems. This work involved test calculations
on representative rotors and evaluation points on and near the main rotor blades. These
calculations produced generally very favorable results, demonstrating effective time
interpolation factors of up to 4:1 using fat cores three times larger in radius than the
nominal actual core radius of .02R. Very accurate reconstruc.tion of downwash velocity
fields was obtained for both three- and four-bladed rotors at advance ratios ranging from

0.14 to 0.39. Since good airload correlation had been achieved for both of the rotors
examined (the main rotors from the SA-349 Gazelle and the H-34 described in Refs. 19-
21), it was inferred that the reconstructed velocity fields would closely parallel reality,
assuming that the good airload correlation would carry over into the modeling of the

induced velocity field.

One difficulty that was observed, however, was that the computations proved
somewhat sensitive to the location and orientation of the scan planes which were used to
capture vortex passage events. A typical implementation of these scan planes is shown in
Figure 2-3. While this orientation would capture many realistic interactions, it did not

prove to be sufficiently robust, producing some results where the quality of the
reconstruction was excessively sensitive to the relative location of the scan planes at the

points of evaluation. Figure 2-4 shows one such result, specifically the original and
reconstructed velocity field at two points along the span of the H-34 main rotor. In this
case, the scan planes were set up as suggested in Figure 2-3, mutually perpendicular and
with the planes intersecting at r/R = 0.9. Figure 2-4 shows that the reconstruction of the
induced velocity field is good at this location, but deteriorates farther inboard (Fig. 2-5).
This indicates an undesirable sensitivity of the reconstruction to the scan plane location.
To remedy this, a more general approach involving a "scan volume" was implemented.

This approach involves setting up a rectangular box enclosing the rotor blade to
capture the vortex intersection events. During the calculation, the wake filaments are
tested for any penetration of the scan volume surface as well as for being enclosed within
the volume. The shortest distance of an enclosed filament arc to a given evaluation point

(typically located on the blade surface) is determined, and the geometric properties of the
corresponding vortex element are recorded for use in subsequent reconstruction Unlike
the intersecting scan plane method, which captures only the position of vortex
intersections and local filament curvature, the scan volume approach stores additional

information about the geometry of 3D arcs near the blade and executes a more refined
reconstruction based on this information.

Test calculations were set up to exercise the scan volume method on a four-bladed
rotor at advance ratio 0.4. The particular rotor configuration used here was a Eurocopter
Puma, a rotor with a radius of 24.8 ft., a constant chord of 1.98 ft., and -12 deg. of linear
twist. The rotor was operated at a thrust coefficient of 0.007. The particular details of the

operating condition were not judged to be critical, however, since the primary aim of this
exercise was to produce a challenging test for the wake capturing tools used here.

For the purpose of these computations, the wake code was forced to use single,
rolled-up tip filaments, using only a very short CVC wake for the moment (see Fig. 2-6).
(Note: because of the overlap near wake model used in this analysis, the blade does not

"see" the multiple filaments trailed in these figures; also, in these figures, the free stream
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a) Referencebladeazimuth= 30°

Figure 2-6.

b)

f

Reference blade azimuth = 60 °

c) Reference blade azimuth = 82.5 °

d) Reference blade azimuth = 120 °
Representative schematics of the scan volume used to capture blade/wake
interactive events; typical tip vortex interactions are shown.
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runsoppositethe local X axis). This wasdonebecausethe presenceof a single,small-
core tip vortex trailing from a rotor blade- while nonphysicalin many cases- in fact
posesa moredifficult challengefor thereconstructionprocedurebecausethe maximum
bound circulation on the blade is concentratedin this filament, making any errors in
locatingthevortexor applyingnearfieldvelocitycorrectionsparticularlyevident. Figure
2-6 showsseveralof thetypical closeBVI eventsthatoccurin forward flight, aswell as
the scanvolumeusedto capturethepositionandorientationof the filamentsrelative to
theblade.

Now consider the induced velocity distributions for this case, shown in Figure
2-7. These compare the results obtained using a rotor computation with 144 steps per
revolution (2.5 deg. per step) with those obtained with 48 steps per revolution (7.5 deg.

per step). Clearly the 48-step case (applied with no reconstruction) misses many velocity
peaks and would not produce the same high-frequency loading signature as the 144 step
computation.

Consider next the results shown in Figure 2-8, which also takes a low resolution
wake geometry solution -using 24 time steps per revolution- and applies reconstruction
with a time interpolation factor of 6.0 to predict a high resolution velocity field. Plotting
the results with the high resolution reference case of 144 time steps per rev makes it
evident that reasonable accuracy is achieved in the reconstruction, however some of the
peaks of the induced velocity are not properly recovered. The ability to carry out this 6:
1 reconstruction is very beneficial in computation time, since a CPU reduction of
approximately a factor of almost 200 can be realized with this approach.

Obviously, the maximum CPU savings are obtained if as few steps as possible are
used in the low-resolution initial run. Figure 2-9 shows the results achieved using 48
steps per rev to define the low-resolution wake geometry. In many respects, the results
are substantially improved, indicating that a minimum number of steps is in general
necessary to obtain good resolution of all components of the induced velocity. During
Phase I, some preliminary calculations suggested that it would only be necessary to use
20-30 time steps per revolution to set up the wake geometry, and this may indeed be
adequate in some cases. However, additional investigation has indicated that 40-50 steps
may be more appropriate from the point of view of guaranteeing robust, accurate results.
This judgement is reflected in the cases examined in Section 7. In addition, the need to

run with relatively large numbers of time steps in the low resolution case motivated the
incorporation of accelerated vortex wake models, to be discussed in Section 3.

In sum, all three components of velocity in Figure 2-9 are well reconstructed, with
only minor deviations. The ability to carry out this 3:1 reconstruction is very beneficial in

computation time, since a CPU reduction of approximately a factor of 25 can be realized
with this approach. A particularly important aspect of these results is that even the very
sharp peaks associated with the close encounter of the rotor blades with highly rolled-up
tip filaments are captured. The application of the scan volume approach described earlier
has made this possible, reflecting a considerable improvement in the performance of the
reconstruction algorithm relative to the Phase I code described in Reference 1 and to
versions used earlier in the present effort.

2.4 Reconstruction of Airloads

The discussion to this point has focused on the reconstruction of flow fields

without directly addressing the application to airload calculations. The prediction of
aerodynamic loading in RotorCRAFT/AA is at present handled primarily through the
application of a quasi-steady vortex lattice model, with nearfield unsteady wake
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corrections to account for rapid gradients in loading. Since such models depend directly
on the predicted induced velocity field to compute the loading, good performance in
velocity field reconstruction can in general be taken to presage similar performance for
airloads.

Test cases were run to verify this, though these will not be presented here, since
the data correlation studies given in Section 7 will serve this purpose. During this

process, though, other features came into focus that were required to ensure a consistent
reconstruction. As noted above, the reconstruction process involves linearly interpolating
the positions of vortex filaments to account for their motion relative to the evaluation
points. In the flow field computations above, these points were either fixed or moved in a
prescribed manner on a rotating "pseudo-blade" occupying the same location in space as
the blade itself. In airload calculations, the blade surface itself is typically mowng in a

much more general fashion than rigid rotation, since fully coupled lag, bending, and
torsion motion may be taking place. In such a case, the positions of the flexible blade
surface must also be interpolated to a time resolution level appropriate for the

reconstruction problem.

2.5 Additional Comments on Reconstruction

As has been clear to this point and as will be illustrated further in Section 7, the
basic scheme of reconstruction has been quite successful. Dramatic reductions in
computation time have been achieved with a high degree of robustness in terms of the
ability of the vortex tracking algorithms to correctly reconstruct a wide variety of incident
velocity and vorticity fields. This section summarizes information obtained to date
regarding parameter selection within the code as well as a discussion of the
implementation of the present model and its limitations.

First, as to the selection of the fat core radius, the considerations to bear in mind

are that the core must be large enough to meaningfully smooth blade/wake interactions to
the point where a blade time step at the rotor tip traverses roughly one fat core radius.
For a representative low resolution run involving 48 time steps per revolution, this

suggests a fat core radius of approximately 2nR/48 = 0.13R. Since typical vortex core

radii for tightly rolled-up vortices are in the vicinity of 1-2% of radius, this implies a fat
core multiplier of roughly 10.

Second, a clarification of the exact role of the fat core model is in order. The
baseline 'actual core' in the CVC wake model is used to compute the wake-on-wake
interactions of the filaments, so that the artificial smoothing in the fat core does not affect
the evolution of the wake. Moreover, the velocity induced by the smoothed fat cores on

the blade is in fact computed on a companion pseudo-blade coincident with the "real"
blade used in the computation. The "real" blade sees the induced velocity field of the
baseline actual cores, and therefore produces a blade motion solution consistent with this
velocity field. This is an important step, since this blade motion solution is used in the
reconstruction analysis, as discussed in Section 4. The smoothed velocity field on the
pseudo-blade is stored and used as the starting point of the reconstruction analysis.

Third, the maximum time interpolation factor that can be used has not formally
been determined, though numerical experimentation to date indicates that a factor of 30:1
is achievable with the current analysis. Flow field reconstruction computations in Phase I
routinely operated at factors of 3:1 or 4:1, but these relatively low multipliers were
chosen in part because validation of the interpolated results could not conveniently be
done, due to the large CPU investment necessary to obtain a high-resolution result.
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However, computationsduring the presenteffort haveroutinely beenperformedwith
reconstructionmultipliers between8:1 and 20:1with no apparentanomalies. Many of
thecomputationscardedout in Section7 usean8:1timeinterpolationratio, which yields
azimuthalstepsof roughly 1 deg.givena typical low-resolutioncaseinvolving 48 time
stepsper revolution (7.5deg.azimuthalincrements). Othercomputationsin Section7
usefactorsashighas20:1,yieldinganazimuthalresolutionof 0.375deg.

Finally, it is importantto specifya centralassumptionof themethod,namelythat
the velocity field during the high-resolution reconstruction process is adequately
representedby computingthe velocitiesinducedby vorticeswith interpolatedpositions.
Those features of vortex evolution that are not easily captured by such simple
interpolationprocedureswill be lost in reconstruction. In most cases,sucherrorsare
judged to be negligible,thoughin somecasesat very low forward speeds,somewake
distortionmay takeplaceon a timescalethatwould not becapturedby thecoarsetime-
resolutioncase. In addition, the bladeload motion solutionis not re-convergedin the
presenceof the high resolution velocity field aspart of the reconstruction. Thus an
element of consistencymay in principle be lost in the final reconstructedsolution.
However,closing thiscomputationalloopis possibleandin fact adesirableobjectiveof
follow-on work.
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3.0 ACCELERATEDVORTEXWAKE MODELING

Section 2 has described the reconstruction strategy pursued in the current effort
and documented the dramatic reductions in CPU time that it makes possible. The basis

for this strategy is using a free wake run with the CVC model with relatively low
temporal resolution to set up the incident wake geometry in those regions where high-
resolution results for the flow field and airloads are required. However, in some cases the
initial run with low temporal resolution itself can be moderately computationally

intensive, particularly if it is desired to use a large number of vortex elements to provide
high spatial resolution of the wake. Thus it was judged appropriate to focus additional
effort on simplifying and accelerating the basic free wake model, since this would yield
increments in computational efficiency over and above the gains realized through the use
of reconstruction.

3.1 Simplified CVC Wake Calculations

Two relatively straightforward strategies were pursued within the basic CVC
wake calculation itself to enhance its computational efficiency. The fundamental

approach to the computation of vortex filament geometry and wake-induced velocity is
the 'direct' Lagrangian wake computation involving the calculation of the full effect of
each vortex element on every other vortex element in the wake. The implementation of

this approach and various methods for reducing the CPU demands of the full free wake
computation are discussed in Reference 3; details of its implementation are given in
Reference 22. These include the various approximate models of the far wake, such as

collapsing the CVC filaments into single free vortices, and/or then approximating these
free vortices by semi-infinite prescribed filaments.

One option made available as part of the present effort involved implementation
of an optional time stepping scheme that can replace the default integration scheme, a
predictor-corrector method drawn from Reference 23. This scheme is presently used to
advance the position of each collocation point in the wake xi based on the wake-induced
velocity vi. The current scheme involves the following steps to advance from the nth to
the n+lst time level:

-.*n+/= g_ + _i(_n)At (3-1)Predictor: x i

... [.., n+l'_'__n+l = _n + 0.5 _i(_ n) + Vi_X i ))AtCorrector: xi (3-2)

This scheme yields second-order accuracy, but does require two evaluations of the
vortex-induced velocity field. An alternative backward difference treatment was tested
during this effort that involved a single velocity field evaluation:

=57+0.5(3vi( r)- AtBackward Difference: xi (3-3)

Here, the second velocity evaluation is bypassed by using "old" velocity information
from the previous time step. Owing to the need for only a single velocity evaluation, this
approach requires only half of the CPU used by the predictor-corrector. Moreover, the
method is also second-order accurate in time, albeit with a larger constant multiplying the
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(At) 2 term. In most cases, this option provides a factor of two acceleration of the free

wake computation with very little degradation in accuracy.

Another feature presently available is the restriction of the domain of the
application of the full wake-on-wake velocity computation. Such interactions are
typically quite important in the immediate vicinity of the rotor disk, and should be
retained for cases at low to moderate advance ratio or high thrust. However, for higher

forward speeds, the wake distortion can be ignored for points sufficiently far from the
rotor blades. Thus, a second option tested during the present effort removed wake-on-

wake velocity computations for points downstream of the main rotor disk. This option
has been found to be most appropriate for advance ratios above 0.2; in such cases, the
typical reduction in CPU has been up to roughly a factor of two, though the exact result
will vary as a function of other wake acceleration features used in the model.

3.2 Fast Vortex Computations

The basic computational tool in all of these computations is the parabolic Basic
Curved Vortex Element, or BCVE (Ref. 24). Over the last ten years, the BCVE has

proved to be an exceptionally efficient and accurate tool for vortex wake computations,
superior to the straight line vortex elements it replaced. However, its high accuracy is
useful primarily in near-field interactions; for distant interactions, it is possible to replace
it by much simpler models that require less CPU time. Moreover, an appropriate choice
for such a model is the vortex particle or vorton (Fig. 3-1); this artifact is particularly
amenable to use in reduced-order models that can achieve dramatic reductions in CPU
relative to direct calculations. These so-called fast vortex methods are now described.

3.2.1 Background

As noted above, a full free wake calculation results in an N-body interaction

problem with an asymptotic time complexity of O(N2). This is very expensive and

usually limits the number of elements used in a calculation to O(104). Recently, Leonard
and a co-worker (Ref. 25) addressed this problem for 2D computations, developing a fast
two-dimensional vortex method where the vortex particles are clustered into groups and
the interactions between well-separated groups are simplified using a far-field

approximation. In their calculations, a grid of boxes is superimposed on the flow domain,
and vortex particles which reside within the same box are clustered into groups. The
interactions between particles which are from the same group or immediate-neighboring
groups are treated using an exact pair-wise interaction. However, in considering the far-
field effects, an approximate group-to-group interaction is used. For example, given two
groups A and B (see Fig. 3-2), to compute the induced velocity of group A on group B the
inducting effect due to group A is computed as a truncated multipole expansion. This is
evaluated at the centroid of group B and a Taylor series is used to extrapolate the velocity
at each vortex location within group B.

This method is highly accurate and provided that the two groups are well separated
(i.e., r>D, where r is the separation distance between the two groups and D is the diameter
- or characteristic dimension - of the inducting group) the multipole expansion converges
(Ref. 26). Using such far-field group-to-group approximations, considerable savings m
computational time can be achieved. In particular, for large N and M, where N is the
number of vortex particles and M is the number of groups (boxes), the time complexity of

the method becomes independent of the number of groups and is O(N4/3).
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In the present effort, we have applied an extendedversion Leonard's two-
dimensionalfast vortex methodfor the threedimensionalflow field around the rotor,
invoking anarbitrary-ordermultipoleexpansionof thethree-dimensionalBiot-Savartlaw.
This has beenusedin the evaluationof the far-field velocity induction where a point
vortex representationyields accuracyessentiallyequivalentto the BCVE. The induced
velocity dueto agroupof point vorticesis in generalgivenby:

N
(3-4)

where_ anddv arethevorticity vectorandthevolume(lengthtimescross-sectionalarea)
of vorticity, respectivelyof the BCVE. A multipole expansionabout the centroid of
vorticity of Equation3-4is carriedout.Thecentroidof vorticity is computedby:

N

Z x'i _i 5Vi I
i=l

Xcm = t3-_)
N

k_0i_ivi I
i=l

Since both signs of vorticity may be present in the wake, in each locality the vortex
elements are clustered into two separate groups, one for the positive-sign (counter-
clockwise rotation, seen from downstream of the generating blade) vortices and one for

the negative-sign (clockwise rotation) vortices. This is necessary because the centroid of a
mixed group of opposite-sign vortices may be at infinity.

For the purpose of illustration, we assume that the centroid of the group of vortices
is at the origin. The arbitrary order multipole expansion can then be written as:

OO

1 :c
4nr 3 k--o

(3-6)

N

Ek = Z C_/2(c°sTi ) @(x'- x'i) x _i _Svi
i=l

(3-7)

where r = Ix'l, r i = _, cos(7i) = e" el, e = x'/r, e'i = xi/ri and the coefficients Ck_ are the

Gegenbauer polynomials (Ref. 27) given by:

C_(t) = -lk F(2_'+k)F(2_)(1-t2)l_" dk{(1-t2)_'+k-2} (3-10)

2k F(2_.)F(2+2_k) k! dtk

and F is the Gamma function. The use of the Gegenbauer polynomials facilitates the

expansion to arbitrarily high order. It is useful to note that the 1/r 2 Biot-Savart kernel in
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the induced velocity drops off very rapidly with increasing r, where r = _ -x'_. Typically,

sufficient accuracy can be obtained with two or three terms in the expansion.

In the present effort, three terms, i.e., the monopole, dipole and quadrupole, are
kept in the expansion. This makes the evaluation of the vortex induced velocity (which is
the bulk of the vortex calculations) extremely efficient. For example, given a group of N

tightly clustered vortex elements (e.g., group A in Fig. 3-2) and M observation points
where the velocity is to be evaluated, if direct evaluation is made using Equation 3-4, then
the summation over N terms in this equation must be evaluated at every observation point,

resulting in NM evaluations (as in the classical N 2 method). However, if we assume that

the evaluation points are well separated from the group of vortex elements, then the far-

field approximations given by Equation 3-6 can be used. In Equation 3-6, the coefficients

Ek can be further manipulated to a form which depends on the distribution of vorticity

only (i.e. first moment, second moment and so on) and not on the observation point _'.
The evaluations of these coefficients involve N operation counts, but, once computed, they
are used for all the evaluation points. The total number of machine operations is therefore
N+M, which is considerably fewer than NM, for large N and M.

Using Equation 3-6, the far-field induced velocity due to a group of vortex
elements can be computed efficiently. The velocity is evaluated at the centroid of a distant
group, as shown in Figure 3-2. The latter can be _ group of points where the local
velocity is needed, and in the present effort these include wake points, blade surface points
and off-rotor flow field evaluation points. The centroid of the group of wake points is
computed using Equation 3-5, while the centroids of groups of blade surface points and
off-rotor scan-plane points are computed simply by taking the average location of the
points within each group.

A further improvement in computational efficiency can be attained by using a
Taylor series approximation. To illustrate, let us consider the example given in Figure
3-2, with N vortex elements and M observation points. If we assume that the observation
points are also tightly clustered in physical space, then the induced velocity given by

Equation 3-6 need only be evaluated at the centroid x"cm of the group and the velocity at
each observation point can be obtained using a Taylor series expansion about the centroid:

u(x') = u(_'cm) + 15_".V u(X'cm) + _(8_'.V )2 u(X'cm) + ... (3-9)

where _x" = _-X-'c m and V =_/_. In Equation 3-9, the velocity gradients _u/_xi,

b2u/_xibxj and so on (here, x i and xj denote the ith and jth components, respectively, of

the vector _) are evaluated only once at x'-'cm and the velocity at each observation point is
obtained through simple multiplication, which is much cheaper than evaluating the terms

l/r, 1/r 2 etc. needed in Equation 3-6. Similar to the velocity evaluations, the gradient terms

are also approximated using a multipole expansion. In the present effort, because of the
fast drop-off of the Biot-Savart kernel, only two terms are kept in the Taylor series
expansion.

3.2.2 Vortex Clustering Scheme

In the present effort, a single-level vortex clustering scheme was used. The
computational length-scale introduced by the arc-length of the BCVEs, which is much
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largerthanthecoresizeof theelement,setsa lowerboundon thesizeof thegroup,i.e. the
diameterof the smallestgroup mustbe greaterthan the arc-lengthof eachindividual
element.Therefore,it is judged mostappropriatesimply to clustertheelementsinto one
setof vortex groups,eachof thesamesize.

Figure3-3showsatypical wake/rotorcombinationto which theclusteringscheme
must beapplied. A fixed grid of cubic boxesis laid over a limited domain in the flow,
typically encompassingtherotor diameterin lateraldimensionandat leastonediameter
downstream;thevertical dimensionof thewakevarieswith advanceratio, but oneblade
radius typically suffices. All curved vortex elementswith same-signcirculation and
whosemid-pointsresidewithin agivenbox areassignedto thesamegroup. Note thatthe
end-pointsof theelementsmayextendbeyondthebox. However,it is importantthat the
arc-lengthof the elementsbesmallerthanthe sizeof thebox. Figure 3-4 schematically
depictsthis boxgeometryaroundthewakeof oneblade.

The RotorCRAFT/AAanalysiscanaccommodateanyuser-selecteddistributionof
boxes.Howeverwithin thepresentcode,anappropriatedefaultsystemfor settingthe size
of the boxeshasbeenadopted,asdescribedin Reference28andreferencestherein. This
default selectionhasbeenfound to be robust from the point of view of yielding good
accuracywhile retaining theimprovementsin computationalefficiency characteristicof
thefastvortexmethod.

As an aside, it should be noted that the technology neededfor a multi-level,
hierarchicalclusteringschemehasbeenwell provenin relatedwork on vortex dynamics
(e.g.,Refs.27 and29). In thosecalculations,vortexparticles(with no associatedlength-
scale)areusedexclusively,thoughin somecases,a numericalsmoothingcore - which is
of the order of the smallestspacingbetweenelements- is incorporated. (Although the
core size introducesa computationallength-scaleinto the calculation,it is chosento be
smallerthanthe smallestphysicallengthscalewhich thecalculationattemptsto resolve).
In a typical Lagrangiancalculation,the spectrumof length-scalesusually spansseveral
ordersof magnitude.In caseswherecalculationsareperformedonly with vortexparticles,
it is thereforeappropriateto usea multi-level,hierarchicalclusteringschemesuchthatthe
interactionsbetweendifferentgroupsof varyingsizesrepresentingvariouslength-scalesin
thecalculationcanbetreatedaccuratelyandefficiently.

3.2.3 TestResults

The fast vortex method has beenimplemented in the presentversion of the
RotorCRAFT/AA code,and representativerotor configurations have beenexamined.
Threetermsareusedin themultipole expansionof thevelocity induction (Equation 3-6)

and two terms in the Taylor series approximation of the induced velocity (Equation 3-9).

Calculations were run to quantify the gains in CPU time using this approach.

Figure 3-5 shows a comparison of the CPU time (in seconds) taken per time step to
compute the wake-on-wake velocity interactions. The data are plotted against the number

of vortex elements in the wake. In the calculations using the classical N 2 Biot-Savart

summation (square), because of the quadratic dependence, the CPU requirement increases
rapidly with increasing number of elements. In the fast vortex calculations (triangle), the
N-dependence is much weaker and the increase in CPU requirements is considerably
slower. With a total number of elements of about 2500 (representative of a typical

forward flight condition), the fast method is roughly three times as fast as the classical
method.
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Figure 3-3. Schematic showing a model-scale helicopter flow configuration composed

of a fuselage, a four-bladed rotor and a trailed CVC vortex wake.

vortical flow represented using discrete
vortex elements

solid wall boundaries
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uniform distribution of cubic boxes
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Figure 3-4. Schematic showing fixed grid of cubic bo_es which encompass a blade and
its trailing wake.
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However,it is importantto notethat the improvementin computationalefficiency
of the fastmethodincreasesdramaticallyasthenumberof elementsis increased.From
thestandpointof executingcalculationswith therotor operatingat low advanceratio, this
is particularly attractive. A dramaticreductionin CPUtimeis observedfor calculations
at low forward speedwhere several thousandcomputational elementsare typically
required.

As to theaccuracy of the fast vortex treatment, Figure 3-6 shows the comparison

of the velocity components computed using the classical N 2 Biot-Savart summation

(square) and the present fast vortex method (triangle) computed at points along the x-axis
on the top surface of a fuselage immersed in a helicopter rotor wake CRef. 28). The
fuselage used for this test case was the forebody of the University of Maryland fuselage
(Ref. 30). Approximately 1500 curved vortex elements are used in the wake
representation and a grid of 180 (15x6x2) cubic boxes is laid in the flow domain. This
grid completely covers a physical domain which contains a four-bladed rotor, a body of
revolution representing the fuselage, and a free wake consisting of three turns of eight
filaments, each filament consisting of 72 curved elements.

Figure 3-6 shows comparisons of the three wake-induced velocity components u, v
and w, respectively, on the top of the fuselage. The agreement between the two
calculations is very encouraging. This is especially true for the u- and w-velocity
components where the two computed curves are essentially the same. A slight
discrepancy is observed for the v-component simply because of the low magnitude of the

v-component compared to the total velocity. This computation reflects the fact that both
the direct Biot-Savart computation using BCVEs and the fast vortex method yield

essentially identical results.

Finally, complete calculations of isolated main rotor runs were carded out, using
all of the wake acceleration techniques described in this section. A representative sample
case was that of the a UH-60 main rotor at advance ratio 0.15 in which 5000 free vortex
elements were used. All of the options cited in this section were enabled, i.e., the fast

vortex method, limited application of wake updates, and backward difference time
stepping. The aggregate acceleration of the computation was a factor of 11; in practical
terms, this translated into a calculation requiring only 8 CPU hours on a Silicon Graphics
Indigo workstation in place of a 90 hour computation using the direct methods of the

original RotorCRAFT code. Still larger computations realize even more of an
improvement, a case with 10,000 elements exp.erienced a CPU reduction of a factor of 17.
It is difficult to scale these computations m a concise manner, but it is clear that
RotorCRAFT/AA can accelerate rotor calculations by over an order of magnitude relative

to the original RotorCRAFT code even without the application of reconstruction.
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4.0 MODELING OF VORTEX CORE STRUCTURE

A persistent challenge in any study of rotor loading with free wake methods is the
characterization of the vortex core. In general, the wake-induced velocity field can be
computed through direct application of the Biot-Savart law, but some numerical
smoothing must be introduced to remove the singularities present for close interactions of

vortex filaments with evaluation points on the blade and in the wake itself.

Clearly, it is desirable to employ a model that resembles as closely as possible the

physical swirling velocity distribution within the vortex core. This aim is complicated by
a limited understanding, even on an empirical basis, of the actual structure within the
core; the experimental information gathered to date (Refs. 31-33) has been instructive,
but does not cover the full range of possible combinations of wake age and blade loading
that would be needed to parameterize the core structure for general flight conditions.

Even with such information in hand, the challenge of "mapping" experimental core
information onto the computational f'dament structure would itself be prohibitive.

Thus, computational modeling of the vortex core properties is necessary. Direct
resolution of the process of wake roll-up is still well beyond the scope of engineering
analysis methods for routine applications, given the difficulties associated with direct
computational attack on even simple model problems (Ref. 34). The majority of methods
implemented to date have applied simplified functional forms to smooth the induced
velocity fields in the immediate vicinity of Lagrangian wake filaments. Proposed
approaches have involved the use of cores involving solid body rotation (Ref. 36), a
closely related smooth functional distribution (Refs. 35 and 37), and a Betz roll-up model
(Ref. 12). All of these approaches have achieved some limited degrees of success, but all
have also shown substantial sensitivity to the particular choice of core size. One of the
ongoing objectives of work on the CVC wake model and its successors has been to
reduce as much as possible the purely modeling role of core size as a "dial" in typical
computations, as well as to introduce more direct physical motivation into the selection of
the flow model for the core. Recent work in this area will be addressed after a discussion

of the approaches previously taken in this direction.

4.1 Core Modeling in the Baseline CVC Wake Model

One of the objectives in formulating the CVC wake model was to remove as
much of the sensitivity of airload results to core size as possible. As long as core radius

parameters exist within wake calculations, it will be possible to "dial" or adjust the
predicted loads. The discussion that follows outlines an approach that is judged to
constitute a reasonable step towards reducing the modeling role of vortex filament cores.

It is first important to appreciate that the full-span CVC free wake model itself
contributes substantially to the aim of weakening the modeling role of the core.
Alternative models, such as using single free tip filaments, must of necessity use
adjustments in the core size to capture flow field effects which are in fact attributable to

spanwise and azimuthal loading changes. Since such changes are automatically captured
with the CVC wake analysis, one possible ambiguity has been removed. Of course, the
solution accuracy will still be dependent on the number of filament trailers, since this is a
very basic measure of the numerical discretization of the problem. In most of the cases
examined to date, only relatively small differences in airloads are observed once the
maximum number of vortex filament trailers is increased above 14. However, since

modeling wake-induced blade loading - and particularly BVI- properly is still a topic of
research, it is difficult to reach definitive conclusions on this point. As with any
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numericalmethod,it behoovestheinvestigatorto occasionallyincreasespatialresolution
(i.e., the numberof filaments)abovethe recommendedthreshold in order to gaugeif
resultsareaffected.

However, since filamentaryvortices are in fact still used, someeffective core
structuremust be imposedto removethe flow field singularities associatedwith line
vortices. The core model used in the baselineCVC model was the one originally
proposedby Scully (Ref.35); theswirl velocityprofile is

v0_ F r
2r_ r2 + r2 (4-1)

This constitutesan 'algebraic'coremodel,which retainshalf of the vorticity associated
with the vortex insidethe coreradiusreandleaveshalf outside. Scully notesthat this
swirl velocity profile hasconsiderableexperimentalsubstantiation.Also, thisparticular
corestructureis aconvenientchoicefor the implementationof vortex elementsbasedon
ANM, asdiscussedin Section2.

The issueof the selectionof the core radius itself remains. In the basic CVC
wakemodel thecoreradii aredeterminedby theanalysisandnotby theuser,eliminating
thepossibility of "dialing" in results.Theradii vary from filament to filament andalong
filaments from azimuthto azimuth.In keepingwith the spirit of the discretizationof the
CVC wake, which placescurvedfilamentson contourlines of constantstrengthof the
wake sheet trailing from eachblade, the local core radius is basedon the distance
betweenvortexreleasepointsat eachazimuth. (Note:vortexreleasepointsarethepoints
at which the vortex filaments releasefrom the blade, ascalled for by the circulation
distribution on the bladeat a given azimuthallocation). The core radiusbecomesthe
averagedistanceto theneighboringreleasepointsoneitherside(at agivenazimuth)with
specialcasesat therootandtip of theblade. That is, for filamentsnumberedn-1,n, and
n+l, thecoresizeof filamentn iscomputedas

(rc)n= ((rv)n - (rv)n-1) + ((r_)_+l - (rv)n)
2

(4-2)

At the center of the blade circulation distribution, averages are taken between the nearest
filament and the maximum circulation line. At the root and the tip, averages are taken

using the distance to the blade cutout or the blade tip.

In the current analysis, bounds can be placed on the core size and, if desired,

particular core radii can be chosen for each filament. Numerical experimentation has
shown that the rotor loading is still sensitive to arbitrary adjustments in core size.
However, the mode of operation for the correlation runs discussed in References 3 and 4
(as well as those below) was to allow the core radius assigned to each filament to adjust
itself to local conditions as dictated by Eq. 4-2. It is judged that this approach is
consistent with the overall aim of removing as much arbitrariness as possible from the

analysis of rotor airloads.

One weakness in this treatment, however, is that it does not provide for directly

treating rolled-up vortices that are, in fact, well represented by a single filament or that
are partially rolled-up ye.t contain significant vortical structures. Currently, these are
modeled as clusters of overlapping f'daments with algebraic cores. Such an approach is
technically consistent with the structure of the CVC wake model, in that circulation
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trailed from the tip region will be conserved, the filament trajectories will trace the

position of the centroid of vorticity, and the gross scale of the distribution of vorticity in
the wake will be captured. Also, in the limit of a large number of filaments and for a
wake trailed from a blade with a steep gradient of circulation near the tip, the CVC wake

will form a tightly clustered vortex. However, this approach still leaves out significant
features of the inner core structure of the wake where viscosity plays an important role.

Until recently, it has been impractical to consider implementing a model that

attempts to capture this behavior except in a very coarse manner. Two circumstances
have combined to change this:

first, the implementation of flow field reconstruction; as noted above, this

provides a ready framework for the implementation of sophisticated inner
solutions for the vortex core, through the application of ANM

second, the development of efficient rollup models based on integrated blade

properties; this is an extension of early work in Reference 38 on the prediction
of wake self-induction, which in turn was related to integral models of wake

rollup and core structure in the spirit of Betz (Refs. 39 and 40).

The following section describes the particular rollup model developed for use in the
context of rotor wake calculations, while Section 4.3 outlines its implementation in
RotorCRAFT/AA.

4.2 Vortex Core Modeling Based on Integrated Blade Properties

As noted above, each rotor blade trails a vortex sheet along its span that is

modeled numerically using the CVC wake constructed of curved vortex filaments. In
many situations, a peak in bound circulation occurs near the blade tip. The portion of the
vortex sheet between the maximum circulation point and the blade tip rolls up into a
concentrated vortex structure. The structure of this vortex is treated analytically by a

separate procedure, since the basic numerical scheme cannot resolve this region
accurately. This analytical approach is also more computationally efficient.

The roll-up of the sheet occurs rapidly and proceeds from the tip region inward.
The sheet rolls up into a large, tightly wrapped spiral. The radius of the spiral scales with

the spanwise extent of the original sheet, the exact relationship depending on the details
of the circulation distribution. In an ideal inviscid flow, at the center of the spiral the

velocity would be infinite and the spiral turns infinitesimally close together. Under these
circumstances the actual flow is unstable, and a viscous/turbulent core forms in a

relatively small region at the center of the spiral vortex. The actual size and structure of
this central core depends on the circulation distribution.

The structure of the vortex core must be known to predict the self-inducted

motion of curved vortex filaments, and to accurately predict blade vortex interaction. A
weakness of prior free-wake analyses has been the arbitrary specification of vortex core
size and structure. The present analysis is a significant step towards establishing a sound
technical means to characterize the vortex core.

4.2.1 Analysis Method

The vortex core is divided into two parts: an outer spiral region characterized by
vortex sheet roll-up, and a viscous/turbulent central core. The structure of the spiral

region is governed by the following conditions:
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massflow conservation
Bernoulli'sequation
conservationof circulationandvorticity centroid
conservationof axial flux of angularmomentum

Figure 4-1 showsthe configurationfor spiral roll-up. Eachof the aboveconservation
conditionsis appliedona station-by-stationbasis,namelyoneachof theprogressionof
annularstreamtubesbeginningatthebladeandendingin theformedvortex. At theblade
eachstreamtubeis centeredon the local centroid of vorticity. The spiral structureis
assumedto be sufficiently fine and tightly wound that the final vortex flow is
axisymmetricto goodapproximation.Bernoulli's equationappliesbecauseall points in
the spiral are in the samedomain of irrotational fluid, and can be reachedwithout
crossingvortex lines dueto the spiralstructure. Theaxial flux of angular momentum is

related to the torque applied to the streamtube by the lift on the blade tip region.
Application of these conservation conditions leads to a pair of coupled nonlinear ordinary
differential equations, as described in Reference 38.

The present model extends the earlier model by using a the turbulent vortex core
that is modeled in integral fashion. Functional forms of the swirl and axial velocity
distributions are assumed which are consistent with experimental data. The swirl velocity
is assumed to be a central region of solid body rotation surrounded by a log-law velocity
distribution. The axial velocity is assumed to satisfy a simple power law as a function of
radius. This turbulent core is related back to a corresponding streamtube passing over

the tip of the rotor blade, as shown in Figure 4-2. The following conservation conditions
are applied in integral form:

- net mass flow conservation

- conservation of circulation and vorticity centroid
- conservation of net axial flux of angular momentum
- conservation of net axial momentum

Note that the axial momentum balance replaces the Bernoulli equation, which no longer
applies. This momentum balance includes force and fluxes on the vortex streamtube at
the wing, in the formed vortex, and on the streamtube sides. Given the assumed
functional form of the velocities, the conservation conditions lead to a set of coupled

nonlinear algebraic equations.

The solution procedure consists of satisfying the integral conservation conditions
for the turbulent vortex core and solving the differential equations for the vortex sheet
roll-up. The core radius provides the inner boundary condition for the sheet roll-up

equations, and the outer boundary condition is that the axial velocity return to free-stream
value. Only one core radius satisfies both these boundary conditions and the integral
conservation conditions. The solution procedure is difficult because it involves finding

the solution to simultaneous nonlinear equations.

4.2.2 Results of the Rollup Calculation

One case can be solved analytically in closed form. When the bound circulation
distribution decreases to zero linearly at the tip, the spiral roll-up equations and boundary
conditions can be solved in a fairly simple manner. The problem is then reduced to

finding the solution of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. The radius, of the
turbulent core, and the radius of the surrounding spiral, are found in terms of a
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nondimensionalloading parameter e = F/(2mU), where F is the maximum circulation, U

is the average freestream onset velocity in the blade tip region, and s is the span of the tip

region (from maximum F to the tip). Note that larger e corresponds to higher tip loading,

namely higher lift coefficient in the tip region.

Figure 4-3 shows the dimensionless turbulent core radius rt/s and the

dimensionless spiral core radius rds as functions of E for the case of linear loading. Note

that this nondimensional result is universal in that it applies for all cases having linear tip

loading. The physical behavior indicated by this curve is interesting. As the loading

parameter, E, increases, the outer radius of the spiral contracts and the radius of the

turbulent core grows. The contraction of the outer radius is associated with increased

axial velocity associated with increased loading. This axial velocity draws the spiral
structure inward to conserve mass flow as the vortex rolls up. At the same time, greater
axial velocity leads to a larger, more energetic turbulent core structure. The swirl and

axial velocity distributions for two values of e are shown in Figure 4-4. The distributions

shown here for wing calculations are similar qualitatively to those observed in rotary
wing computations in RotorCRAFT/AA; as suggested schematically in Figure 4-2, the
peak swirl velocity typically occurs in the turbulent core region, outside of the boundary

of the region of solid body rotation.

Other tip load distributions can be solved numerically. Of particular interest is
elliptical loading. In these cases the system of nonlinear algebraic equations governing
the turbulent core must be solved simultaneously with a shooting problem involving the
nonlinear differential equations for the spiral region and their boundary conditions. In
each such case, the results are reducible to a single nondimensional curve for the radii rt/s

and re/s as functions of e, similar to Figure 4-3 for linear loading. An elliptic rollup

calculation is not presently implemented in RotorCRAFT/AA; this option will be
incorporated future versions of the analysis.

However, the solution for the rollup of the linearly loaded blade tip described
above can be used to approximate the behavior of the elliptic case. This is done by

constructing a loading distribution consisting of a constant lift section followed by a
linear roll-off to the blade tip. In this approximation, the size of these regions are chosen
such that the same total lift is obtained as in the elliptically loaded tip; this corresponds to
a constant-lift section 0.57s followed by a linear roll-off over the remaining 0.43s.
Applying the rollup calculation to this roughly equivalent distribution allows the
determination of a core size and swirl velocity that approximate those that would be
obtained from a direct calculation of elliptic roll-off. This is the approach presently in
place and the results shown in Section 7 incorporate this assumption.

To summarize, this portion of the rollup analysis functions as follows: for a given

value of bound circulation F at a spanwise station a distance s = krtR inboard of the tip

over which the average onset free stream speed is U, a value of E is computed. This is

used to compute core velocity distributions using the procedures and assumptions just

described. The remaining issue is how to associate a portion of the wake at a given
azimuthal age downstream with a particular region on the blade so as to allow this
computation to be carded out. The following section describes this procedure in more
detail.
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4.3 Implementation in RotorCRAFT/AA

With the model for vortex core properties in hand, it remains to implement it in a
manner consistent with the CVC wake model and the reconstruction approach. As noted

previously, as part of the reconstruction process the vortex scanning routines capture the

f'dament trajectories in the vicinity of the rotor blades. In the basic app.roach discussed in
Section 2, the inner solution that recovers the "actual core" properties is applied on a

filament-by-fdament basis, with each constant-strength filament being corrected locally
to recover the velocity field induced by the f'tlament with the "actual core". However, to
consistently to incorporate the model of the rolled-up vortex just described, several
f'daments must be "bundled" together and considered effectively merged. It is important
to note at the outset that this bundling will not necessarily involve all of the filaments

trailed outboard of the peak in bound circulation but may instead reflect a partially rolled-

up vortex wake.

Several closely related issues must be addressed to effect this bundling:

First, for a portion of a vortex filament of a given azimuthal age, the spanwise
location of its release from the generating blade must be identified; a criterion
must be established to determine whether this filament is to be treated as part
of a bundled filament; if so, the spanwise extent of these regions (i.e., the
fraction of the bound circulation that is to be rolled up) must be identified and
the distribution of circulation within this region stored.

Second, those filaments trailed from this region must be "tagged" and
identified as filaments to be bundled together; those that pass into the scan

volume around neighboring blades must be identified for the reconstruction

program to be treated as a single rolled-up filament.

- Third, the new core model developed in the previous section must be applied
to allow the swirl velocity for this new inner core solution to be computed.

The first of these tasks, effectively establishing a rollup criterion, involves

estimating the time required for the wake trailed by a given distribution of circulation to
roll up. A useful conceptual framework for this is provided by an existing fixed wing
wake rollup analysis (Ref. 41); this reference describes a modified Betz roll-up model,
with the downstream state of the vortex (i.e., percentage of strength rolled up) given by a
closed form calculation as a function of the initial loading distribution and the

downstream distance. In the cases examined here, the outboard portion of the blade is

treated as an effective wing, and the distance downstream of this "wing" required for
completion of the rollup is converted into an azimuthal increment downstream of the
rotor blade, as described below. (Note: though the fixed-wing analysis in Ref. 41 is not

strictly applicable to rotary wing tip vortex roll-up (because of the absence of the
symmetry of the trailing wake about the peak circulation as well as because of the neglect
of the effects of rotation and wake curvature) it was nonetheless judged to provide a

useful guide for estimating the degree of roll-up that occurs in typical rotary wing
calculations. A model more closely fitted to the rotary wing environment would be a

desirable improvement to the current treatment).

Denoting the nondimensional distance from a given radial station to the blade tip

as kRR and nondimensionalizing the circulation F at this station by f_R 2 yields a form for

the "vortex age parameter" D as follows _.
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lr
D=----_ (4-3)

2k R

Here, # is the azimuth angle downstream from the generating blade. Note that this

parameter incorporates both a measure of the circulation gradient on the generating blade
and the azimuthal age of vortex wake, making it a physically plausible descriptor of the

rollup process. The motivation for including this parameter is to add some measure of
physical motivation to the amalgamation of the trailers, rather than adopting a simpler,
more ad hoe approach involving, for example, merging all tip filaments at a given
azimuthal age downstream of the blade.

Assuming an equivalence between the rollup of the wake of the blade tip and the
wake of a wing, a value of D of 1.0 corresponds to a rollup 90% of the strength of the
vortex sheet from an elliptically loaded tip, while a value of D of 0.2 corresponds to
roughly a 60% rollup (Ref. 41). For further illustration, consider a limiting case where all
of the bound circulation outboard of the peak level on the blade is to be rolled up. For D =

1 and typical values of l"max of .01 and kR of 0.1, # is 2.0 radians, indicating that rollup

will take place within roughly 120 deg. downstream of the generating blade. Note,
however, that larger values of kR (corresponding to shallower blade loading gradients near

the tip) rapidly increase the value of _; using kR = 0.25 (a quite realistic value for blades in

the second quadrant), t_ increases to 12.5 radians or essentially two full rotor revolutions.

This indicates that shallow loading gradients on the rotor blades are associated with
protracted rollup processes that may lead to following blades encountering partially rolled
up wakes.

In the present implementation, a value of D is selected at the outset of the
computation when the integral core model is to be invoked. Given this, all filamentary

trailers are checked at each value of _ to see if, for the specified value of D, the blade

loading on the generating blade (which determines kR and _ was such that the filament

should, at an age of _, be considered part of a rolled-up bundle. The actual procedure

involves scanning the bound circulation distribution on the generating blade and
identifying all filaments that are released outboard of locations where the following test is
true"

1 F D

2 kR 2 tp
(4-4)

Once the outboard portions yielding rapidly rolled-up wakes are identified in this
manner, the f'daments that trail from them are tagged. These filaments will now act as
"markers" that define the position of a "replacement vortex" formed from a bundle of
individual filaments; this bundled "replacement vortex" is assumed to lie at the centroid
of the bundle of marker filaments. Using the individual filament geometries that pass

through scan volumes like those shown in Section 2 (Fig. 2-6), the trajectory of this
replacement vortex is computed for use in the reconstruction analysis. The CPU time
required for this process is essentially negligible compared to the computation of the
motion of the free vortex wake itself.
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To complete the implementation, the four-part integral core structure model is

applied to this replacement filament, using the strength of the bundled filaments to
determine the level of the swirl velocity. This swirl distribution becomes the new inner
solution for the ANM treatment of wake-induced velocity.

At present, the choice of the vortex age parameter D produces several distinct
effects. Selecting a high value will in general lead to very few or no filaments being
treated with the rolled up integral model, since only very "old" f'daments will be bundled
and these may be downstream of the rotor disk itself (note that in cases where bundling is

not invoked, the Scully core acts on each filament). As D is decreased, however, a
progressively greater range of younger filaments (i.e., filaments more likely to be close to
the rotor disk) are bundled, which will in general lead to a larger number of discrete
blade/wake interactions; also, as D is decreased, the strength of the bundled replacement

vortices will in general increase as more filaments are lumped into them. A complication
can be introduced, however, since the location of replacement vortex is assumed to be at
the centroid of the bundled filaments at a given azimuthal age. Thus, as D is altered the

replacement vortex may move as the number of filaments bundled together changes,
possible altering the relative location of the blade and the fdament.

As will be seen below, the present rollup model does allow physically significant
mechanisms of blade loading to be captured, though the current treatment, being a

relatively simple model of a complex phenomenon, does also introduce some undesirable
extraneous loading events. Also, the use of a fixed wing rollup model in a rotary wing
context is clearly an approximation, though one that has proved useful in work to date.
Thus the analysis underlying this part of RotorCRAFT/AA is a topic of ongoing work;
the primary topics being addressed are the extension of the range of core models to
accommodate more general tip loadings, alternatives to the current assumption that places
the replacement vortex at the centroid of the vortex bundle, and studies of the influence of

particular choices for the age parameter D.
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5.0 DUAL ROTORMODELING

ThepresentRotorCRAFT/AAcodefeaturessubstantialcapabilitiesin theanalysis
of dual rotor systems,of which oneparticularly commonexampleis the main rotor/tail
rotor (MR/TR) combination. Onefocusof earlierworkon flow field reconstruction(Ref.
1) was the analysisof the interactionof the vortex wakeof the main rotor on the tail
rotor. Owing to the relatively simple geometryof mostinteractionswith thetail rotor,
this was a suitable early demonstrationof the capabilitiesof this generalapproach.
Thoughtheprimary focusof thepresenteffort hasbeenonmainrotor loading,themajor
capabilitiesfor tail rotor loadreconstructionhavebeenretainedfrom earliercodingand
in manycasesextended. This sectiondescribesthesecapabilitiesandoutlinessomeof
thecomputationalresultsobtainedto date.

5.1 Typical Main Rotor/TailRotor Interactions

One of the first tasks undertakenin this area was the execution of sample
calculationsto investigatethe type of MR/TR interactionscharacteristicof particular
flight regimes. Initial resultson this topic appearin Reference42, includinga discussion
of the impact of climb angle, tail rotor inflow, and forward flight velocity. For that
preliminary effort, it wasjudged appropriateto scrutinizea few representativecases,in
particular samplecalculationsof a "generic"two-bladedrotor at a thrustcoefficient of
.004in level flight. Theresultsin Reference42 includeacaseat advanceratio0.3,with a
tail rotor located1.3Rdownstreamof the mainrotor (hubto hub distance)with a radius
of 0.2. The top and sideviews of themain rotor wakeshownin Figure 5-1 indicatethe
vorticesbeing sweptthroughthetail rotor disk Thedenseclusterof positive filaments
that form the tip vortex areevidentin Figure5-1a;succeedingplots showthesepositive
vorticesbeingconvectedthroughthe tail rotor disk,alongwith themorehighly distorted
inboardfilaments.

This particular caseis representativeof theresultsof othersimilar computations,
which have indicatedthat the primary type of interactioncharacteristicof single-rotor
helicoptersis thenear-normalintersectionof relatively "young" tip vorticestrailedfrom
the main rotor bladesjust upstreamof the tail rotor disk. In addition, wakegeometry
plots suchasFigure5-1makeit clearthat the inboardwakecanimpingeon thetail rotor
in manyflight conditions,particularlyat highforwardspeed.Plotsof thevelocityfield in
andaroundthe tail rotor disk (shownin Refs. 1and42)alsoindicate thatthis portionof
the wake can makesignificant contributions to the local flow field, particularly the
componentnormalto thedisk.

As a result of these initial calculations, it was concluded that the convection

dominance of the high speed cases will cause discrete filaments from the CVC wake to
transit the disk in a narrow "corridor", though the intensity of the vortex interactions will

depend not only on the intersection trajectories but on the relative phasing of the main
rotor and the tail rotor as well. At lower speed, the high downwash along the wake
centerline sweeps most discrete filaments away from the disk, leaving only a relative few
trailed immediately upstream to undergo interactions. For low as well as high speed, the
tip vortices intersect the disk at angles very near ninety degrees (deviations from this in

typical calculations are no higher than 15 degrees, and changed only minimally during
the transit).

Additional computations carded out as part of the present effort reinforced these
conclusions. The calculations are based on the flight test experiment of the Aerospatiale
Puma helicopter documented in References 43 and 44. This work involved the
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acquisition of a unique body of data on the unsteady surface pressure on tail rotor blades
in the presence of the main rotor wake. The data was taken on one blade of the tail rotor
of a Puma in hover and in forward flight at 10, 20, and 30 knots. The tests measured the
instantaneous pressure coefficient at 2% chord; this local value of Cp has been found to
be a suitable indicator of the sectional lift coefficient. With the-assistance of RAE

personnel, data containing the unsteady pressure measurements for the 30 knot case was
obtained for use in correlation studies with the RotorCRAFT/AA code.

The sign conventions and the co-ordinate system adopted here are defined as
shown in Figure 5-2. The gear ratio of the tail rotor to the main rotor is 4.82, and
therefore the azimuth angle of the tail rotor is not necessarily in phase with that of the
main rotor. To date, only the case in forward flight with a free stream velocity of 30
knots (advance ratio 0.072) has been considered. In the calculations that follow, the

azimuth of the instrumented tail rotor blade is initialized to be _tr=-67.22 ° when the
reference blade of the main rotor is at 0 ° azimuth. In this case there will be three

complete revolutions of the instrumented tail rotor blade in the revolution of the main
rotor. The first complete revolution of the instrumented tail rotor blade starts when the

main rotor reference blade is at _gmr=60.74°; the second begins when the reference blade

is at _mr=135.43 ° and the third begins when it is at _gmr=210.12 °.

The first calculation is arranged such that the tail rotor blade can only "see" the
wake of one blade of the four-bladed main rotor. The intersections between the blade tip
filament and the tail rotor disk for the three complete revolutions of the instrumented
blade are shown in Figure 5-3a. The symbols showing filament intersections with the
scan plane are each one main rotor time step apart, and different symbols are used for
each tail rotor revolution. Forty time steps are used in each main rotor revolution,
yielding between eight and nine time steps per tail rotor revolution. The azimuthal
scanning polar plot of the z-component velocity evaluated at one tail rotor blade are given
in Figure 5-3b. (It is important to note that this does not represent an instantaneous
"snapshot" of pressure over the disk but rather a continuous sweep of a single blade over

the disk, representing a complete tail rotor period. Because the tail rotor rotation
frequency is not an integral multiple of the main rotor frequency, these plots repeat
themselves only over very large numbers of tail rotor periods; thus, time domain
simulations must be carefully phased with the position of the generating blade on the
main rotor). It is observed from Figure 5-3a that for the second revolution, the filaments

(square symbols in Fig. 5-3a) have been convected further downstream and are found
intersecting the tail rotor disk; this event is captured by a high velocity gradient shown in
Figure 5-3b. As the wake is convected further downstream and gets closer to the hub in
the third revolution (diamond symbols in Fig. 5-3a), the region of high velocity gradient
will shift correspondingly.

In a second set of calculations, the induced velocities at the moving plane include
the contributions from the wake of all of the main rotor blades. In Figure 5-4a, the

location of the tip filaments from all four main rotor blades during the third revolution of
the tail rotor blade are shown on the plane of the tail rotor disk. The azimuthal scanning
polar plots of the z-component of the flow field evaluated at the tail rotor blade surface
are presented in Figures 5-4. It is shown that the reference blade first encounters the
wake of main rotor blade #4 in the first quadrant of the cycle and then encounters the
wake of blade #2 in the third quadrant. This causes two regions of high velocity

gradients in Figures 5-4, one in the fLrst quadrant and the other in the third quadrant.
These plots clearly associate the transit of vortices across the disk with rapid pressure
disturbances, and conf'u'm the earlier observations regarding wake vortex geometry.
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5.2 Tail Rotor Flow Field Reconstruction

The results just discussed and those generated in previous research motivated the

approach to tail rotor flow field and airload reconstruction presently in place. It follows
the outline of the general reconstruction techniques discussed in Section 2, though it is
somewhat simpler in that the scan volume typically is fixed in space, and encompasses
the entire tail rotor, as sketched in Figure 5-5. This figure schematically depicts both
major classes of interactions experienced by the tall rotor, namely the transit of tip

vortices across the disk and the close passage of inboard f'daments. Using a scan volume
type of method is necessary to capture the full range of such wake interactions.

As with main rotor calculations, vortex trajectory information is used to
reconstruct the incident flow field at the tail rotor disk with a higher level of temporal
resolution than that available from a direct calculation. The aerodynamic loading on the
tail rotor blade can then be carded out in the presence of this flow field, assuming that it
is "frozen", i.e. that the subsequent evolution of the tail rotor's own wake does not affect

the main rotor wake trajectories. As will be discussed below, the present analysis allows
quite general computations of MR/TR interaction within these restrictions, though during
the course of this effort the "self-interaction" of the tall rotor with its own wake was

investigated.

5.3 Modeling of Tall Rotor Aerodynamics

5.3.1 Tall Rotor Wake Effects

Initial investigation of tail rotor wake effects in Phase I involved a simplified
model, consisting of a set of skewed vortex rings, as discussed in Reference 42. The
thrust on the rotor was set at a value that would counteract the torque of the rotor, and the
wake skew angle was set based on the free stream convection and an estimate of the self-
induced velocity of the tail rotor wake. Even for this simple model, the wake of the tall
rotor itself made significant contributions to the inflow at the disk. In view of the
disparity of time scales for the main rotor and tail rotor, an approach was sought that
would incorporate an accurate treatment of local effects on the tall rotor without the
complication and computational cost of running two complete, fully coupled free wake
calculations. To support an assessment of this issue, "stand alone" free wake tail rotor
computations were executed.

To help assess the importance of rotor wake effects, it was useful to employ a
representative pressure plot from the RAE Puma flight test data discussed above. Figure
5-6a shows a representative plot of the pressure data discussed in Reference 19; this

figure is an azimuthal scanning polar plot which represents a complete time history of the
pressure coefficient at 2% chord for a full rotor rotation. Also, the time increments in the
measurements correspond to roughly 100 steps per tail rotor revolution, indicating that a
high temporal interpolation factor must be used to obtain appropriate resolution. This

calculation also provided a framework for exploring the application of reconstruction to
the prediction of surface pressures on the instrumented tail rotor in the presence of the
main rotor wake.

Flight test data and geometric layout information supplied by the RAE allowed
the trim condition of the aircraft to be estimated. The computational model of the main
rotor wake used four turns of free CVC wake; a baseline calculation was carded out

involving forty time steps per main rotor revolution, corresponding to roughly eight time
steps per tail rotor revolution, given the 4.82:1 gear ratio. To obtain reasonable
reconstruction of the tail rotor loading, at least 40 time steps per tail rotor revolution are
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required, thus requiring roughly 5:1 time interpolation in the reconstruction. The
reconstructionprocedureoutlinedabovewasusedto yield a high resolutiondescription
of the inflow inducedby the main rotorwake on the tail rotor. By usingreconstruction
with 5:1 time interpolation,a reductionin CPU of over a factor of 100wasobtained
relativeto a directcalculationof thevelocityfield at thetail rotor disk.

The measured pressure at 2% chord over one revolution of the Puma TR blade is
shown in Figure 5-6a, while the calculation for the initial case assuming a prescribed

wake consisting of a skewed vortex helix (outlined above) is shown in Figure 5-6b. To
supplement these results, a second calculation was undertaken using a freely distorting
CVC wake to compute the influence of the tail rotor's wake; the result of using this
downwash in the TR pressure calculation in place of the simple inflow is shown in Figure

5-6c. Clearly, the calculation using the free wake option produces a considerably more
realistic prediction of the pressure coefficient than the simple inflow model, reflecting the
importance of including the tail rotor's own wake in this calculation. This result is not
surprising, given the relatively heavy loading on the tail rotor at the low advance ratio.
This computational result confirms the experience of experimentalists working with the
Puma TR data (Ref. 44), who have identified many distinct loading events in the Puma

data that clearly arise from interactions of the tail rotor with its own wake.

The correlation achieved here is encouraging, though the differences with the
measured results are clearly still substantial. These may well be due in part to the effect
of the vertical fin, which lies roughly 0.5RTR above the tail rotor disk and whose effect

cannot be conveniently included in calculations of this type.

5.3.2 Correction for the Effect of the Main Rotor Shaft

One potentially important feature of MR/TR interaction involves accommodating
the main rotor shaft effects on the wake. Such effects are especially significant for the
wake filaments shed from the leading edge of the main rotor disk and convected

downstream to impinge on the rotor shaft. This kind of vortex/surface interaction could

in principle be modeled with a combination of an inner viscous region wrapping around
the shaft surface and an outer inviscid region. Although there is presently no intention of

resolving such complex interactions in the current context, it is important to take into
account some of the gross rotor shaft effects on the wake filaments. Thus, a zone has
been defined around the main rotor shaft such that any wake filaments convected through

it will be removed permanently from the calculation. (This can be thought of as if
defining a viscous zone around the shaft in which the vortex filaments are simply merged
with the surface of the zone during the interaction). This crude model has been employed

to delete spurious vortex/surface interactions in recent research of rotor-wake/fuselage
interaction (Ref. 28) and has been adopted in RotorCRAFT/AA to delete spurious tail
rotor interactions.

5.3.3 General Dual Rotor Capabilities

Though the discussion to this point has dealt primarily with tail rotor

aerodynamics, the procedures evolved here can be applied to general dual rotor
calculations. Tandem, side-by-side (tilt rotor), and coaxial configurations can be
accommodated, within the restriction that a full dual free wake computation is not

presently possible. The present method for dealing with such cases is an extension of the
logic of the tail rotor case discussed above, though obviously the orientation and
dimensioning of the rotor must be altered to suit the case of interest. Either rotor may

adopt clockwise or counterclockwise rotation. Additional discussion is provided in
Reference 45.
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6.0 SURFACEPRESSURECOMPUTATIONSFORROTORNOISEPREDICTIONS

Thedevelopment of an efficient and accurate method for computing rotor noise

was a topic of research at NASA/Langley in the 1980's fReE 15). One of the primary
objectives of the present effort was to produce surface pressure output from
RotorCRAFT/AA compatible with the input requirements of the acoustic program,
WOPWOP, that resulted from this earlier work. WOPWOP was selected because of its

robustness in analyzing general helicopter rotor configurations, and previous
investigators have effectively validated WOPWOP by using experimentally measured
pressures to accurately predict far field noise (e.g., Ref. 10).

The fundamentals of WOPWOP's acoustic analysis are based on Farassat's

subsonic formulation of the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation derived for the noise
generated by surfaces in arbitrary motion. Assuming that the surface loading distribution
is known beforehand, Farassat's scheme provides an effective prediction of noise

generated by surfaces in subsonic flow. The scheme implemented in WOPWOP was
specially tailored for the helicopter rotor acoustic problem, and both the blade motions
and surface pressures are required inputs to the program. The surface pressures, in
particular, must be accurately specified to a high degree of resolution to obtain good
noise predictions.

Since prior versions of RotorCRAFT focused largely on the prediction of

integrated aerodynamic loading that contributes to vibratory airloads, only a modest level
of chordwise resolution was employed in these early calculations (typically one to five
chordwise stations). A substantial increase in refinement is required to determine the

detailed chordwise pressure distribution for input to WOPWOP. Substantial research
work has been done to develop practical models for the accurate solution of high
resolution surface pressures for acoustics applications (Refs. 46-49). Since many issues
pertaining to the creation of a generally applicable model for unsteady loading remain
unresolved, it was judged appropriate for current purposes to adopt a relatively simple
model based on extending the existing vortex lattice blade load model to predict high
resolution chordwise distributions of pressure. The following discussion provides

background on prior investigations of this topic as well as on the distinctive new features
of the current implementation.

6.1 Background

Investigations into the prediction of unsteady blade loading in the context of rotor
aeroacoustics have been underway for several years. A variety of approaches have been
taken for tackling this issue, including transfer function methods (Refs. 46 and 47) and

computational analyses using full potential solvers (Refs. 48 and 49). Earlier in the
development of the RotorCRAFT code, relatively simple analysis methods were
implemented to allow a preliminary assessment of the ability of the code to predict rotor
acoustics. A routine designed to provide the necessary interface was implemented in
RotorCRAFT Mod 1.0 (Ref. 4) as a post-processor to the rotor wake calculation and was
invoked after the convergence of the blade motion and loading solutions. The converged

unsteady upwash predicted on each rotor blade (composed of the time-varying free
stream and the unsteady wake contribution) was treated as an arbitrary gust. To find the
lift response, each blade was segmented in the spanwise direction and each segment was
treated as a two-dimensional fiat plate airfoil. The Kussner function was used with the
Duhamel superposition integral to evaluate the loading response of the airfoil to this
simplified problem, in which the wake-induced velocity was treated as a time-varying

gust.
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This initial, simple modelhadseveral importantlimitations. For example, the
basic transfer function approach assumed a two-dimensional linear wake extending far
downstream of the airfoil. This particular limitation was relaxed by approximating the
effect of the skewed helical wake of a rotor blade; the latter folds back on itself rather

than extending to infinity, and thus adjustments were made to the analysis that effectively
truncated the wake at a f'mite distance downstream of the blade. These adjustments were

fairly crude, however, and a more refined approach has subsequently been implemented,
as will be described shortly.

Moreover, the transfer function itself was essentially two-dimensional and thus

was inappropriate for capturing tip effects or for modeling close blade/wake interactions.
Finally, both the amplitude of the pressure response and the scaling of the
nondimensional time were adjusted for compressibility using a Prandtl-Glauert type
correction. In sum, this approach clearly required many approximations, but it did

provide a useful first approximation to the unsteady surface pressure distribution on the
rotor blades suitable for direct input to WOPWOP.

The present effort involved several steps designed to relieve these limitations.
The surface pressure computation carried out here captures full 3D effects through the
application of a refined vortex lattice treatment, employing additional quadrilaterals along
the chord to yield sufficiently high resolution for input to WOPWOP; near wake terms
were added to account for unsteady loading and improve the handling of wake truncation;
a 3D version of the Prandtl-Glauert correction appropriate for a vortex lattice was used to

address compressibility effects; and finally, an option for incorporating the effect of
thickness was made available, building on a 2D source panel model. Additional research
was carried out on still more advanced and novel methods for rotor blade load
calculations that are candidates for follow-on implementation. The sections that follow

address the major features of these modeling methods.

6.2 Unsteady Near Wake Effects

As discussed in Reference 2, the original model of the near wake just downstream
of each rotor blade consists of a set of straight vortex trailers that are extended back into
the wake from the bound vortices on the blade. The orientation of these trailers may

adjust with the local free stream direction at a given radial station (Fig. 6-1), thus
providing a coarse approximation of the behavior of the near wake suitable for the
resolution of low-frequency loads; however, any other structure of the shed vorticity

within this overlap region is neglected. The effect of the shed vorticity in the wake far
downstream of the rotor blade is of course captured with the full-span CVC free wake
model.

As part of the improvement of the aerodynamic model of the blade, a more
refined treatment of the unsteady loading due to shed vorticity in the near wake has been

incorporated, building on the preliminary studies described in Reference 4. The approach
presently in place involves adjusting the downwash used to compute the loads on the
vortex lattice with an approximate indicial function that captures the near wake effects.
In principle, the downwash could be adjusted by explicitly including vortex elements in
the near wake and laying out components of shed vorticity parallel to the blade span to

supplement the trailers shown in Figure 6-1. This approach would involve a variety of
computational difficulties, including the need to carefully position the discrete shed
vorticity as a function of time step, and the necessity to incur a computational penalty
associated with retaining high-resolution discrete vortex representations of the wake.
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Given this, it wasjudgeddesirableto usean indicial functionto computethelift
responseof the rotor blade to the shedvorticity in the near wake. This approachis
implementedin thevortexlatticemethodaspartof thecalculationof the inducedvelocity
at a control point. Let w representthe downwashat a typical control point dueto the
influenceof thewakeandtheblademotion. Themodificationrequiredto takeaccountof
nearwake unsteadyeffectscanbe formulatedasa correctionto the downwashw ; the
resultingquantityw* will beusedto computetheboundcirculation distributionandcan
bestatedas:

w*(s)= w Oft (S,ST,N) (6-1)

where s is thenondimensionaltimeandtim is an indicial functionthat reducesto 1.0in
the casewherenearwake shedvorticity is omitted. The nondimensionaltime hereis
s=(Ut/c),wherethereferencevelocityU is assumedto be

U = f2r + U_.sin_ (6-2)

for a givenradial positionr andazimuthstation_, andU., is thefree streamvelocity. If

• ovlis theextentof theoverlapnearwake(Fig. 6-1), thenSTis the nondimensionaltime
at which the bladeoccupiedthe azimuthalposition _ - _ovl. T is the time elapsed
during one blade azimuth increment and N is the number of azimuth increments
containedwithin theoverlapregion.

The indicial function assumesthat the downwashat the control point varies
linearly from zerooverthe timestepT, reachingits full valueat that point. Thepresent
vortex latticeschemeassumesessentiallya stepincreasein downwashat eachtime step
that doesnotgenerateanyshedvorticity in the overlapnearwake. Theindicial function
CI)rtis designedto addin theeffectof thisnearwakewhile alsoincluding theeffect of its
truncationbeyond_ovl soasnot to double-countthewakethat is capturedby theCVC
model.

In thecaseof thepresentrotorwakeanalysis,thedownwashis desiredat discrete
multiplesof thetimestepT (which isassumedto be ramptime ST) "

w*(nST)= W(I)rt(nST,Sr,N) (6-3)

Theindicial functioncanbeconstructedfrom

and

(I)rt(0,st,N)= 0

oo

¢. (ns ,sT,N)- ¢0(nsT, r)+Z Cm
m=l

(6-4)
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where

¢o (s,s,)= 0

for s < ST and

_o (s, sr) = 1 + 1 In Is-st+21
sT _ s+2 !

for s > ST. The term tI_m is determined by a recursion relation

n-raN

Cl)m(nST, ST,N) = X
k=l

{_m-1 ([K+(m-1)N]sT, ST,N) - _m-I ([k-I+(m-1)N]ST, ST,N)} *

_w ([n-mN+l-k]ST,ST,N)

(6-5)

(6-6)

forn >mN and

Om (nsT, ST, N) = 0

for n < mN. The term _w in Equation 6-6 is given by

Ow (s, st,N) = 0

for s < ST, while the term

_ 1 [1_w(s, sr,N)
(2N+I)ST [ + lln/S-ST+21] _ 2 (2S + 2+ (2N-1)ST) (s- st)

s+2 I] (2N+l)sr (2s + 4+ (2N-1)Sr) (2s 47(2N--1)sr)

2 (In [(s - st+2) (2s + 2+ (2N-1)sr)]-ln [2(2N+I)sT])

4(s+2) 2 + 4(s+2)(2N-1)sr + (2N-1)2sr 2

(6-7)

+

The primary effect of this type of indicial function is to introduce a phase delay
into the response of the aerodynamic loading while also decreasing the magnitude of the
response to a given upwash or blade motion input. It has been included in the sample
computations discussed in Section 7.

6.3 Extended Lifting Surface Modeling

A variety of options were considered for the prediction of the chordwise
distribution of pressure on the blade surface, including transfer functions more
sophisticated than the flat plate treatment mentioned in Section 6.1. These methods are
fundamentally 3D extensions of the Sears function, long used to compute the lift response
of 2D airfoils to sinusoidal gusts. Later investigators (e.g., Ref. 50) extended this work to
infinite span wings immersed in an oblique gust field. Typically, such fields are

characterized by characteristic wavelengths or frequencies in the directions parallel and
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perpendicularto the spanof the wing (Fig. 6-2). The form of the pressureresponse
functionfor arectangularplanformis

Ap(x,y,kx,ky)= 2_:pUW(kx,ky) G(x,kx,ky)ei(k,y-k,Ut) (6-8)

for any point (x,y) on the planform surface. Here, U is the local freestream velocity, p is

the free stream density, W is the Fourier decomposed vertical gust velocity, and G is an
airfoil response function. A modified form derived for use in rotors and propellers is

given by Amiet in Reference 46. Amiet's model has been applied both to rotors and to
main-rotor/tail-rotor interaction by Tadghighi (Ref. 47), and taking this approach to

pressure prediction here was one possible approach to the prediction of unsteady surface

pressures.

In general, linearized unsteady flow analyses evolve from the imposition of flow

tangency conditions on lifting surfaces, along with appropriate companion conditions on
conservation of circulation in unsteady flow and the Kutta condition. It was noted during
the course of this effort that an extension of the existing vortex lattice model would be a

candidate approach for chordwise resolution of loads due to the vortex passage;
moreover, implementation would be simplified since a time domain formulation could be
retained. The solution method used to find the bound circulation given this lattice is

similar to classical approaches described in the literature on lattice methods for fixed

wing and rotary wing applications (e.g., Refs. 51 and 52). Each of the quadrilaterals is
examined individually and a mean vector normal to the quadrilateral surface is
established as shown in Figure 6-3, which also shows the location of the 'control point'
associated with the quadrilateral. Given this and the location and orientation of each of

the quadrilaterals on the blade, the velocity induced by theblade lattice on each of the
control points is determined, assuming unit strength for each quadrilateral. Then the
resulting velocity is resolved in the normal direction at each control point, yielding an

array of influence coefficients relating the vector of bound circulations, _/ , to the
downwash, w, at each control point:

w =A7
(6-9)

where

A _vi i,j = 1,....n
(6-10)

Here, n is the number of vortex quadrilaterals on the blade.

This array of coefficients is stored and the velocity induced at each control point

by the free stream, the blade rotation and deflection, and the rotor wake are summed and

resolved into 'normal-wash' velocities that are then used to find the vector 7 of bound
circulation values on the disk as follows:

qj = (q free stream) j + (qwake)j + (qblade)j (6-11)
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The wake-induced velocity computation of course includes the unsteady velocity due to

the vortex passage.

wj =qj. nj (6-12)

_( = A -1 w (6-13)

The vector 7 can then be used to solve for the load distribution on each segment of the
blade by applying the following expression for each the four edges of the vortex

quadrilaterals, i.e.,

Fjk = PYj(qjkXSjk )_jk , J = 1.... n k = 1,2,3,4 (6-14)

Here, Sjk is the unit vector directed along edge k of quadrilateral j ; _jk is the

length of this side, while 7j is the strength of the quad. The reference velocity q for

the evaluation of forces is computed at the midpoint of the edge k. This velocity
contains all the components deriving from the free stream, the wake, the motion of the
blade, and the velocity induced by the entire vortex quadrilateral grid, though the
influence of the segment on which a particular point lies is deleted. The pressure
distribution over the surface is obtained summing the total force on each quad Fj and

dividing by the area of the quadrilateral.

This approach was judged to be convenient and desirable in view of the pre-
existing lattice analysis within the RotorCRADT/AA code, as well as the recent addition
of the unsteady near wake model described in the previous section. One potential
drawback to this is that conventional vortex lattice computations become computationally

expensive when applied to blade surfaces with a high density of chordwise vortex
quadrilaterals (e.g., ten or more). Since such densities are required to yield adequate
resolution of chordwise pressure distributions for WOPWOP, this can pose a fundamental
constraint, owing to the high computational cost of computing the wake-induced flow
field at each control point, as well as the inversion of the matrix A required to find the
circulation strength of each quadrilateral. These costs can be circumvented as follows:

first, flow field reconstruction is applied to compute the wake-induced
velocities; this greatly reduces the number of full wake-on-blade velocity

evaluations required to complete a full revolution;

second, the matrix inversion for the high density lattice is only performed over

one blade revolution during reconstruction once the wake configuration and
blade dynamics have already converged to the final result. In this way the
reconstructed airloads and surface pressures both gain improved resolution

without incurring the huge increase in CPU that would be associated with
utilizing the high density lattice throughout the original RotorCRAFT
calculation.

This approach has made practical calculations involving up to 500 vortex quadrilaterals
distributed over the blade surface. This allows adequate resolution of the major features
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of blade/vortex interaction events, though further improvements are required, as will be
discussed in Section 7.

6.4 Corrections for Thickness

The thin surface analysis described above solves for the difference in upper and
lower surface pressure on the airfoil. However, it is of interest in some circumstances to

directly compute the pressure on these surfaces. This option has been provided through
the implementation of a 2D source panel program that computes the pressure
perturbations due to the local section profile. The panel code used is drawn from
Reference 53 and has been validated for several NACA profiles. The implementation of
this feature of the model is discussed in Reference 45.

6.5 Alternate Singularity Methods for Unsteady Compressible Blade Modeling

As part of the present effort a compressible unsteady lifting surface method was
examined for applicability to rotorcraft blade aerodynamics calculations. The point-
doublet method (Refs. 54 and 55), which is basically an acceleration potential method,
was studied. In its basic form this method uses aerodynamic doublet singularities with an
infinite flat wake. Previously, point-doublet had been used successfully to analyze

oscillating wings in subsonic and supersonic flow, though prior to this work, the
oscillation frequencies to which the method had been applied were relatively low.

To apply the method to rotor blades several issues needed to be addressed. In the
present CVC method, a prescribed near wake is used to assure the proper relationship
between the blade aerodynamics control points and the near field of the CVC trailing
vortices. When the blade is modeled by a vortex lattice of this type, the prescribed wake

models only trailed vorticity, and the shed wake is handled by a local quasi-two-
dimensional transfer function that includes the effect of prescribed wake truncation.

Compressibility is handled by a local Prandtl-Glauert stretching. The advantages of the
point-doublet method are that unsteadiness and compressibility are handled more
formally and consistently within the context of linear potential flow aerodynamics. To
apply point-doublet to rotor blades, the infinite wake must be replaced by a truncated
wake (Fig. 6-4) and the effects of blade rotation should be incorporated.

As part of the current effort, research was undertaken to apply the point-doublet
method to rotor blade aerodynamics. As a first step, a wing aerodynamics code using
point-doublet was implemented. Test cases with this wing code indicated some
significant shortcomings of the method originally described in Reference 54 in the

parameter range suitable for rotorcraft applications. Although the point-doublet method
is fairly simple in principle, there are several mathematical subtleties associated with the
derivation of the kernel function. In previous work the doublet distribution was first

integrated in the chordwise direction, thereby constructing the doublet equivalent of
horseshoe vortices. The resulting kernel function involves integrals that could not be
evaluated directly but were evaluated by a series expansion method. In addition, for

control points directly behind upstream doublets the integral exists only in the Mangler
sense. It was found that the series representation of the kernel function behaved poorly in

terms of convergence for higher oscillation frequencies and for high aspect ratio wings.
The high aspect ratio and higher frequency cases are in the range applicable to rotorcraft.
Apparently, this parameter range had not been previously tested, since the original
interest in the method was associated with low aspect ratio wings at relatively low
induced frequency (less than unity). Failure of the series representation of the kernel
function was associated with the need to take a very large number of terms in the series,
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extremelyrapiddivergenceof theseries,anddifficulty in quantifyingtheparameterspace
in which this failureoccurs.

After considerable study, it was concluded that the above shortcomings of the

method could only be resolved by a basic reformation of the kernel function. The
original series approach responsible for the difficulties was replaced by a new treatment
in which a portion of the integrand in the kernel function representation was replaced
with a curve fit. This curve fit employed functions that rendered the integrand. This

undertaking amounted to a redevelopment of the entire point-doublet method. The new
kernel function has been extensively checked-out over a wide range of frequencies and

aspect ratios and behaves well everywhere. Because of the closed-form nature of this
new solution there are no issues of convergence or range of applicability. In addition, the

new kernel function expressions are of a fairly simple form, and are computationally very
efficient.

Because of a need to redevelop the entire method, it was not possible to

implement the point-doublet method into the present version of RotorCRAFT/AA.
However, the method is now ready for implementation in follow-on versions of the code.

If this implementation is undertaken, the results should be an improved treatment of blade
compressibility and unsteadiness, particularly in the tip region where the combined
effects of three-dimensional flow and compressibility are particularly pronounced..
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7.0 EXAMPLE PROBLEMSIN FLOW FIELD AND AIRLOAD RECONSTRUCTION

7.1 Summaryof TestDatabaseConfigurations

To demonstratethe capabilitiesof the reconstructionanalysis,severalsample
calculationshavebeenundertaken.Previousefforts in this direction (Ref.3) focusedon
correlatingRotorCRAFTpredictionswith availablewind tunnelandflight testdata(Refs.
19-21). Resultsobtainedfrom thesecorrelationstudiesprovidedencouragingevidenceof
the ability of the RotorCRAFTcodeto captureimportantfeaturesof vibratory airloads
and illustrated the importanceof applying appropriatelysophisticatedmodels to the
predictionof wake-inducedloading.

Sincethe completionof the baselineRotorCRAFTversion,two comprehensive
datasetshavebecomeavailablethatcontaincombinedairload,noise,andstructuraldata
onmodemrotordesigns.Thefirst of thesewasdrawnfrom testscarriedout in theDNW
tunnelona 1/5thscalemodelof theBoeingModel 360mainrotor (Ref. 56). Thisrotor is
a four-bladeddesignwith -9.32degreesof nonlineartwist as well as a planform that
tapers.321:1outboardof 0.9R. Major characteristicsof the planform andthe test are
shownin Table 7-1. The testscovereda wide variety of flight configurations,but the
resultsmadeavailablefor correlationwork hereincludedthreetestpoints: TestPoint 63,
advanceratio 0.2with ashaft angleof attackof 0 deg.;TestPoint 66,advanceratio 0.2
with a shaftangleof attackof 4 deg.;andTestPoint193,advanceratio 0.3 with a shaft
angleof attackof -3.4deg. Theformer two pointssimulatemoderateadvanceratiocases
in descent,with substantialBVI loading;the latter is representativeof a highspeedcruise
flight condition.

TABLE 7-1

ModelBladeGeometryfor theBoeing360 Rotor

Radius(in.)
Inboardchord(in.)
No. blades
Tip taper
Taperinitiation (r/R)
Cutout,r/R
Airfoils:

Tip r/R = 1.0
r/R = .268to .85

HoverMTIP
Naturalfreqs.:

1st flap
2nd flap
3rd flap
1st torsion

= 60.619
= 5.285
= 4
= .3206
= 0.9
= .268

VR-15
VR-12
0.636

2.62P
4.68P
7.52P
5.25P

Thesecondrotor testwasdescribedin References57-59,andwasalsocarriedout
in the DNW tunnel. Here,a 1/5.73scalemodel of the four-bladed SikorskyUH-60A
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main rotor was tested. The planform andtwist distribution are sketchedin Figure 7-1
(from Ref. 59). The blade planform has 20 deg. of sweep outboard of 0.929R and a
nearly constant chord. Other major characteristics of the planform and the test are shown
in Table 7-2. The flight conditions tested featured a wide range from low advance ratio

in descent to high speed cruise. The cases tested here focused on advance ratios 0.15, 0.2,
and 0.3.

TABLE 7-2

Model Blade Geometry for the Sikorsky UH-60A Rotor

Radius (in.) = 56.28
Chord (in.), airfoil:

r/R = .122to.466 3.625 SC1095
r/R = .497 to.823 3.661 SC1095R8
r/R = .854 to 1.0 3.625 SC1095

No. blades = 4

Cutout (r/R) = 0.122

Hover MTIP = 0.636
Tip sweep (deg.) = 20
Sweep initiation (r/R) = 0.929

Test computations that follow focus on integrated normal force and sectional
thrust predictions, first undertaken for cases without the application of airload
reconstruction, then with reconstruction in place to address the resolution of selected high
frequency loading events. Following this, predictions of noise will be described using the
interface with NASA's WOPWOP code.

7.2 Rotor Load Correlation Studies: Baseline Cases without Reconstruction

The initial calculations carded out here were designed to be representative of the
results that could be expected from the RotorCRAFT/AA code without the application of
airload reconstruction. For some of the cases studied, the additional time resolution

offered by the application of reconstruction is necessary to resolve certain high frequency
events in the rotor blade loading.

7.2.1 Boeing 360 Model Rotor

The test calculations undertaken for the BV360 rotor focused on two flight
conditions, corresponding to Test Points 63 and 66 for the experimental study described
in Reference 56. The actual test data was obtained with the aid of Boeing Helicopters

personnel. The major model inputs for this case were as follows:

each blade was represented by a lattice of 34 vortex quadrilaterals distributed
across the span, with one chordwise. Sensitivity studies suggested this to be
adequate for resolution of predicted airloads consistent with the time steps
used in these initial computations.
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the blade dynamics model included six dynamic modes, four for out-of-plane
bending, one in torsion, and a rigid lag mode. The computed natural

frequencies compared favorably with those shown in Table 7-1.

the wake was discretized by using two turns of full-span CVC wake. A
maximum of fourteen CVC trailers was used for the Zone 1 wake (see Ref.

22), with default vortex core sizes (Ref. 3).

For the cases discussed, a time resolution of 48 steps per blade revolution was used.

Though four to five rotor revolution periods typically sufficed to allow the calculation to
converge, ten revolutions were used as a matter of course.

Figure 7-2 shows the comparison of measured and predicted normal force
coefficient for three radial stations (r/R = 0.8, 0.88, and 0.95) for Test Point 63, which

involves an advance ratio of 0.2, a thrust coefficient of 0.00694, and a shaft angle of
attack of 0 deg. The comparison of the data at r/R = 0.8 shows close agreement, while
the comparison becomes less favorable for stations farther outboard. Note, however, that
the shape of the predicted and measured loading is quite similar in all three cases. This
type of offset in loading suggests that it may be some gross aspect of the blade motion
that is not captured by the computation. It is clear, however, that an abrupt loading event

occurs in the third to fourth quadrants, and that the phasing and magnitude of this event is
well captured.

Figure 7-3 shows the comparison for the same advance ratio and thrust but for a
shaft angle of attack of +4 deg., a setting that promotes close wake interaction with the
rotor blade. This again is particularly evident in the fourth quadrant, where several sharp
spikes in loading are clearly evident. Smaller "ripples" in the loading appear in the first
quadrant. This type of feature is clearly a candidate for improved resolution through the
application of reconstruction. The 7.5 deg. azimuth step used here captures the gross
features of the unsteady loading but fails to reproduce these high frequency events. The
overall correlation with test data has been found to be quite good at this level of temporal
resolution.

Figure 7-4 presents snapshots at four different azimuths of the wake trailing from
one of the 360 model rotor blades for Test Point 66. These snapshots illustrate BVI
events that are likely causes of the high frequency loading ripples observed in the data
shown in the previous figure. The darker vortex filaments represent vorticity trailing
from the tip region of the rotor blade while the lighter filaments represent vorticity

trailing from the inboard wake. The inboard and outboard wake filaments have opposite
sign vorticity.

Figures 7-4a and 7-4c show typical BVI events associated with high frequency
loading response in the fourth quadrant of the data. These BVI occur when an individual
blade successively passes through the tip vorticity trailed from the preceding blades. The

parallel encounter shown in Figure 7-4c causes the large high frequency perturbation near
azimuth angle 315 degrees found in the prediction and the data.

Figures 7-4b and 7-4d show BVI events associated with high frequency loading
response in the In'st quadrant of the data. Figure 7-4d shows that in the first quadrant,
unlike the fourth quadrant, the trailed root vorticity contributes to the interaction as well
as the tip vorticity. Though the magnitude of the high frequency peaks are smaller in this

quadrant, (as seen in Fig. 7-3), the acoustic response has been found to be quite sensitive
to high frequency events occurring at this location in the blade azimuth. Therefore,
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a) Reference blade at W = 0 °

[
b) Reference blade at W = 135 °

Figure 7-4. Top view of CVC wake for the Boeing 360 rotor, Test Point 66.
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c) Reference blade at = 225 °
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Figure 7-4 (Cont'd).

d) Reference blade at • = 292.5 °

Top view of CVC wake for the Boeing 360 rotor, Test Point 66.
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accuratemodelingof thesefirst quadranteventsis essentialfor effective prediction of
rotor generatednoise.

7.2.2 UH-60A ModelRotor

For the caseof the UH-60A model rotor, the computationscarded out below
modeled the planform with 15 segmentsof piecewise linear twist to representthe
distributionshownin Figure7-1. Therotor bladeplanformhasa nearlyconstantchord
with the tip section outboardof the 92.9% radial station sweptback 20 deg. The
computationsused46vortexquadrilateralson the bladespanto capturetheaerodynamic
loading,with onein thechordwisedirection. The structuralmodelof thebladeincluded
16 finite elementsusingcross-sectionalpropertiestaken from Reference59. A total of
six dynamicmodeswereincludedin the model. The presenceof substantialtip sweep
causedthetorsionandflap modesto becoupled. Thus,thoughthemodelnominallyuses
four flap (out-of-planebending)modes,two torsion modes,andone(rigid) lag mode,the
highestfrequency"flap" modeandthetwo torsion modesarein fact coupledflap-torsion
modes.

Several operating conditions were examined to study the ability of
RotorCRAFT/AA to capturethe major features of rotor blade loading. The three
conditionsto beshownherearefromruns1126,1137,and1311. Theflight conditionsin
detailwere:

1126: advanceratio0.15,CT/Cr= 0.071,shaftangle= 5.5deg.
1137: advanceratio0.20,CT/O=0.070,shaftangle= 4.0 deg.
1311: advanceratio0.30,CT/O= 0.071,shaftangle= 1.0deg.

Thehovertip Machnumberfor therotorwas0.636in eachcase.

Thefirst computationfocusedon advanceratio 0.15. Thecorrelationof airload
predictionswith testdatais shownin Figures7-5ato 7-5cfor threeradial stations. With
the exceptionof the boundarybetweenthe secondand third quadrants(W = 180 to
225 deg.),theoverall correlationis verygood. However,onceagainseveralof thehigh
frequencyripplesin thefirst andfourthquadrantarenot captured.Thediscussionlater in
thissectionwill illustratetheutility of reconstructionfor thispurpose.

Figure7-6 showstheresultsobtainedfor thecaseof advanceratio0.2 (TestPoint
1137). Again, the major featuresof therotor loading arecapturedaroundthe azimuth,
with the exceptionof loadingfar aroundin the secondquadrant. Also evident hereis
someevidenceof a possiblerole playedby the inboard wake in determiningunsteady
loadsin theftt-stquadrant.Carefulcorrelationof wakevisualizationandblade loading
time history has establishedthat the loading events in the first quadrantare due to
encounterswith rolled-upvorticity trailing from both the tip andthe inboardportion of
bladesupstreamof the interaction. The wake geometryevident in Figure 1-1 suggests
this type of feature. Theability to resolvesuchstructuresis oneof the strengthsof the
CVC wakemodel,astrengththathasbeennotedin prior datacorrelationefforts (Refs.12
and60).

Figure 7-7 addressesTest Point 1311, a rotor at advanceratio 0.3. Here, an
important and apparentlyintractable issue becomesapparent. It hasbeen noted in
previous studiesof rotor airload correlationwith the UH-60 data base(Ref. 48) that
predictedrotor bladeloadingat cruiseconditionsbecomesinaccuratein partbecauseof
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the inability to accurately predict the blade's torsional deflection. Moreover, it has been
shown that even given the measured airloads, industry-standard dynamics analyses do not
produce satisfactory predictions of torsional stresses or deflections for the UH-60A model
blade (Ref. 61). The plots in Figure 7-7 show clearly that the baseline prediction using

RotorCRAFT/AA shares this type of difficulty. However, if the predictions are modified
by prescribing the blade motion to the extent of specifying the torsional deflection, then
the overall agreement improves dramatically. Take particular note of the markedly

improved correlation at r/R = .965.

The ultimate source of this problem is at present unclear; it may be attributable to
a shared but subtle shortcoming in the dynamic models applied to date, or it may reflect

an undocumented or unappreciated feature of the fabrication or deflection of the UH-60A
wind tunnel model. In any event, recent flight tests on a full-scale UH-60 aircraft may

shed light on this issue.

It is of interest to note the effect of selective refinement of the wake model.

Consider, for example, the prediction of loading for Test Point 1126. There exists within
the RotorCRAFT/AA code an option to suppress the interaction of the wakes of each
blade on each other while retaining the effect of the wake of a given blade on other
filaments trailed from that blade; the flag used within the code to denote this expression is
NWAKES = 0. It was noted during the course of the investigation that for rotors at

moderate forward speed, it is important to use the full free wake calculation to ensure
maximum accuracy in the blade loading prediction. Figure 7-8 is included to illustrate
this point. It shows the considerable improvement in the magnitude and phasing of first
quadrant loading if NWAKES=I (full free wake calculation) is used.

Figure 7-9 presents snapshots at four different azimuths of the wake trailing from
one of the UH-60A model rotor blades for case 1137, (advance ratio = 0.2). These

snapshots illustrate BVI events similar to those previously discussed for the 360 model.
Figures 7-9a through 7-9c offer excellent examples of the successive fourth quadrant
blade/vortex interactions responsible for the rippling effect seen in the data. Also evident
is the first quadrant BVI with both root and tip vorticity which is important when
predicting rotor unsteady loading. The oblique views in Figure 7-10 show the intensity of
the BVI associated with the root vorticity for this rotor configuration.

7.3 Airload Computations with Reconstruction

Several calculations were undertaken to illustrate the application of the analysis
with airload reconstruction in place. As is evident from the results already presented, the
low-resolution computations have captured many of the major features of loading of the
rotor blades. However, certain features of the high frequency loading characteristic of
close wake/rotor interaction have been missed in many of these cases. The application of

reconstruction provides the opportunity to capture these events.

The computations carried out typically used 32 to 48 time steps per revolution to

set up the low resolution solution. For N time steps, a smoothing core of (2rdN)R was

used on all wake filaments to set up the low-resolution velocity field, the point of

departure for the reconstruction calculations. The ANM procedures described in Section
2 were then invoked to recapture the flow field due to the smaller 'actual' vortex cores
using temporal interpolation factors ranging from 8:1 to 20:1. This represents levels of
azimuthal resolution ranging from 0.94 deg. to 0.375 deg. The former is essentially the
minimum level of temporal resolution appropriate for BVI studies, while the latter is a
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a) Referencebladeat W = 0°

Figure 7-9.

b) Referencebladeat W = 105°

Topview of CVCwakefor theUH-60A rotor, TestPoint1137.

\
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c) Referencebladeat qJ= 217.5°

Figure 7-9 (Cont'd).

d) Referencebladeat W = 292.5°

Topview of CVCwakefor theUH-60A rotor, TestPoint 1137.
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a) Referencebladeat W = 0°

Figure 7-10.

b) Reference blade at W = 180 °

Oblique view of CVC wake for the UH-60A rotor, Test Point 1137.
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conservativechoicefor goodresolutionof the pressure transients that lead to BVI noise
in the far field.

It is difficult to confirm the CPU reduction associated with this level of temporal

interpolation, because of the extreme difficulty of running a direct calculation to
completion, even with 1.0 deg. time steps. However, the CPU savings estimated for 8:1
reconstruction is conservatively estimated at a factor of 100, and probably closer to 500,

while for 20:1 the CPU savings is probably an order of magnitude higher still.

7.3.1 Boeing 360 Model Rotor

As noted above, Test Point 66 for the Boeing 360 model rotor contains a

substantial BVI signature, both in the first and fourth quadrants. The present discussion

will focus primarily on the fourth quadrant events, since these are due primarily to
interactions of the blade with tip vortices. The treatment of advancing side blade
interactions and encounters with the root vortex system will be addressed later.

Figures 7-11 and 7-12 show the results of the application of 8:1 reconstruction to
this flight condition for a baseline run with 32 steps per blade revolution. Figure 7-11 a
shows the comparison of the complete time history of normal force coefficient at the
r/R = 0.8 station. The presence of large "background" loading levels tends to mask the
details of the high frequency loading component that is to be resolved by reconstruction;
in order to make this clearer, the same time histories were filtered by removing the first

ten harmonics of rotor frequency. This filtered signal allows a much improved view of

the high frequency components characteristic of blade/wake encounters. Figure 7-1 lb
shows the comparison of this portion of the signal, and it is evident that the agreement is
excellent in both magnitude and phase in the fourth quadrant. Repeating the same
exercise for the station r/R = 0.95 (Fig. 7-12) indicates that the phasing of the loading is

still very well captured, though here the magnitude of the loading is underpredicted by
30-40%.

Despite some quantitative errors, these results are judged to be very encouraging,
in that the high frequency events are occurring at very nearly the correct amplitude and
phase while no attempt has been made to "fine tune" the computation. The precise
magnitude of the loading is, of course, somewhat sensitive to details of the vortex core
modeling, i.e., the issues discussed in Section 4. The reconstruction procedure here was
set to use the baseline variable-core Scully model (described in Section 4.1) as the inner
solution. The next section discusses the application of the more advanced integral rollup

model to this problem, as well as issues relevant to improved resolution of first quadrant

loading.

7.3.2 UH-60 Airload Reconstruction

Correlation calculations similar to those carded out for the Boeing 360 were

executed for the UH-60A rotor, exploiting the reconstruction capabilities of
RotorCRAFT/AA. The same three flight conditions used in Section 7.2 will be

discussed, though here the emphasis will be on computing the aerodynamic loading with

high temporal resolution. Each of the three flight conditions modeled features some
events that require very small time steps for effective resolution, though this by itself
does not guarantee good correlation, as will be seen. A combination of good temporal
resolution of blade/wake interaction events and accurate spatial resolution of the vortex

core structure was required.
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The UH-60A Test Point 1126(advanceratio = 0.2) will be usedasanexample
casefor discussingthe roles of refined temporal and spatial resolution in predicting
higher harmonic airloads and noise. The baseline"low resolution" solution is the
calculationdiscussedpreviously with 10completebladerevolutions,48 time stepsper
revolution and2.5turnsof freewakewith amaximumof 14vortexfilamentsspanwiseat
any azimuth. This calculationwasreconstructedwith a multiplier of 20:1 to obtaina
"high resolution"solutionwith 960 time stepsperbladerevolution. Thishigh multiplier
waschosenbecausea minimumof roughly720time stepsperrevolution (i.e.,0.5 degree
steps)arenecessaryin orderto accuratelypredict noisegeneration. The low resolution
calculation took roughly 14 hours to complete on C.D.I.'s Iris workstation with the
subsequentreconstructionrequiring anadditional2 hours. A direct calculationof 960
time stepswithout theuseof reconstructionwould optimistically requireroughly20,000
hours(2 years)of CPUto completeandis thereforenot includedherefor comparison.

Figures 7-13 and 7-14 compare airload predictions obtained with the low
resolution and high resolution calculationsat two spanwiselocations nearthe tip. A
slight improvementcanbeseenin the correlationwith thehigh frequencyripples in the
fourthquadrant. However,evenwith theextremelyfine temporalresolutionthereis still
room for furtherimprovement.Similarstatementscanalsobemadeconcerningtheother
UH-60A Test Points 1137 (advance ratio = 0.2) and 1311 (advanceratio = 0.3),
especiallywith regardto highfrequencyeventsin thefirst quadrantthatarenotrecovered
by simply increasingthe time resolution. It wasdiscoveredthat extremelyfine spatial
resolutionis alsonecessaryin orderto preciselymodel thesehigh frequencyevents,i.e.,
it appearsnecessaryto recovertheexactlocationandstrengthof therolled-uptip vortex
andto usetherefinedcoremodel for the internalstructureof thetip vorticity to properly
model the higher harmonic airloads. This level of refinement was expectedto be
necessaryin order to accuratelypredictnoisegeneration,however,it is apparentlyalso
requiredto recoverthe highfrequencyairloadeventspresentin theUH-60A data. Other
possiblecausesarebeing investigated,thoughevidenceto datesupportsthis conclusion
aswill bediscussedin thefollowing section.

7.3.3 Applicationof RefinedCoreModels

In order to examinethe anticipatedneedfor a refined tip vortex core model,
consider that the calculationsdiscussedabovecontaineda maximum of 14 filaments
spanwiseat any azimuth. Even whentightly packed,thesefilaments still havea core
radius of roughly 5%R nearthe bladetip basedon the code'sdefault coremodel. As
notedabove,correlationswith datausingthis defaultcoremodelhavebeenexcellentfor
numerous studies. However, the present effort is attempting to model very high
frequencyeventspreviously unstudied. A 5%R core radius near the blade tip would
correspondto anazimuthstepof roughly360"0.05/(2n)= 3 degrees,far greaterthan the
0.5degreeaccuracyrequiredfor predictingnoisegeneration,thoughnot unreasonablefor
expectingto capturethehigh frequencyairloadevents. While increasingthenumberof
filamentstrailedfrom therotor blademayimproveresultssomewhat,this couldstill fail
to accuratelymodel the structureof the rolled-up tip vorticity. In principle, the CVC
modelcould directly computethevortexfilamentrollup throughtheuseof anarbitrarily
large numberof filamentsand very small time steps. This is obviously impractical if
reasonablecomputationalefficiency is to be retained. The most appropriateapproach
within thecontextOf thereconstructionmethodis to applya refinedcoremodellike that
outlinedin Section4.

Thecoremodeldescribedin Section4 wasthusimplementedin conjunctionwith
reconstructionin orderto improvethepredictionof high frequencyairloadsandfar field
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noise. This core model affords a more physically accurate representation of the internal

structure of the rolled-up vortex than simple smoothing core depicted in Eq. 4-1; a more
refined model is necessary when investigating these small time and spatial scales. Of
equal importance is the accurate determination of the location and strength of the rolled-

up tip vortex structure. This is obtained by using the centroid and strength of the tip
vortex elements in the low resolution calculation that are identified as those that roll up

into the tip vortex structure.

Figure 7-15 shows airload results for UH-60A Test Point 1126 for a 256 time step
per blade revolution calculation performed with the refined core model. The same
spanwise locations are shown as in Figures 7-13 and 7-14 to facilitate comparison. The
refined core model result was obtained with 8:1 reconstruction of a 32 time step per

revolution calculation. Unlike previous calculations, the high frequency event in the f'trst

quadrant of the airload is now present in the prediction. Also the prediction of the fourth
quadrant higher harmonic airload appears to be improved, though slightly over predicted
in the r/R=.865 case. Figure 7-16 compares just the higher harmonic airloads (harmonics
above 10) between the low resolution, 48 time step calculation and the reconstructed, 256

time step, calculation with the refined core model. Clearly high frequency events absent
in the low resolution calculation are being recovered with the reconstructed case with the
refined core model. The correlation in both magnitude and phase clearly need to be

improved, but are nonetheless encouraging. These results suggest that indeed both
reconstruction and the refined core model are necessary to accurately model these high

frequency airload events.

7.4 Rotor Noise Correlations

As noted previously, the ultimate application of the software developed here is the
prediction of far-field noise. To this end, the RotorCRAFT/AA code contains a direct
interface with NASA's WOPWOP code. Upon completion of a RotorCRAFT/AA

calculation, the user has the option to continue directly into a WOPWOP calculation.

The input parameters required by WOPWOP are automatically channeled from
RotorCRAFT/AA and stored in the appropriate arrays and input subroutines. These

parameters include blade geometry information, blade motion information, run
configuration information, airfoil section profile information and the blade surface
differential pressure distribution as a function of chord, span and azimuth location. The
chordwise surface pressure distribution can be evaluated with the refined lattice solution
described in Section 6 or with a fiat plate distribution. Absolute pressures on the upper
and lower blade surface are currently not available though could be determined using 2-D

look-up tables to evaluate the viscous contribution to surface pressure if desired. The
version of WOPWOP currently linked to the RotorCRAFT code is essentially that
described in Reference 15 with a few minor modifications that allow calculations for

secondary rotors (e.g., tail rotors) which rotate at different rates than the main rotor. (For
such cases, the surface pressure distribution is aperiodic.) The interface allows users
familiar with RotorCRAFT/AA but not WOPWOP to obtain acoustics predictions with
little effort.

The following two sections contain sample noise prediction calculations using the
interface between RotorCRAFT/AA and WOPWOP to demonstrate the progress achieved

to date. Calculations are presented for the same three UH-60A flight conditions
discussed previously: Test Points 1126 (advance ratio 0.15), 1137 (advance ratio 0.20)
and 1311 (advance ratio 0.3). Extensive acoustic pressure data was recorded as part of
the DNW rotor tests (Refs. 57-59). Acoustic pressure signals were recorded at

microphone locations shown schematically in Figure 7-17. In order to provide a
representative sample of the results obtained, computed acoustic pressure will be shown
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for four locations: microphones3, 6, 7 and 9 as shown in Figure 7-17. Since the
microphonesdo notmeasuremeanpressures,themeanpressurehasbeenremovedfrom
thepredictionsin orderto facilitateapropercomparison.

7.4.1 Low ResolutionNoiseComputations

The first demonstrationcalculationspresentedareWOPWOPcalculationsusing
the results obtainedfrom the low resolution, 48 time step calculationsdiscussedin
Section7.3. For theseacousticsresults,little differencewasobservedwhenusingthefiat
platesurfacepressuredistribution insteadof therefinedlattice distribution (seeSection
6). Therefore,the flat plate distribution was usedwhich greatly reducedCPU time.
Surfacepressureinformationandblademotion informationwerechanneleddirectly from
RotorCRAFF/AA into WOPWOPand also storedin external files so that WOPWOP
could subsequentlybe re-initiated for calculationsat different microphonelocations
without repeating the entire RotorCRAFT/AA calculation. Default values from
Reference15wereusedin mostcasesfor WOPWOPinput parameters.It wasobserved
that 256 calculation points per blade passagewere adequatefor the high resolution
acousticscalculationand 100calculation points were adequatefor the low resolution
calculation. It was also verified that results were not sensitive to increasingthe
chordwiseandspanwisesurfacepressureresolutionbeyondthedefaultvalues.

Figure7-18 showsthepredictionsfor the low advanceratio case,TestPoint1126.
The resultsat all four microphonesexhibit the samequalitative accuracy;thepredicted
disturbanceis similar in magnitudeandvery nearly in phasewith the measuredpulses,
thoughlackingthefine structurein thedata. This is particularlynotablein Figure7-18d,
microphone9, wherethespiky signaturein thedata,indicatingBVI noise,is noticeably
absentin theprediction. Figure7-19(TestPoint 1137,advanceratio 0.2) showsbroadly
similar results, though the under prediction of the down-pulse seenat the in-plane
microphone7 is morepronounced.Thefinal comparisonshownin Figure7-20confirms
this pattern for Test Point 1311 (advanceratio 0.3). Thoughthe high frequencyBVI
loading is imperfectly captured, the overall size and shapeof the pressurepulse
nonethelessemergesclearly in all threecases.

7.4.2 High ResolutionComputationsof AirloadsandNoise

Thecorrect resolutionof BVI airloadsand noiseis a topic of prime importance
andwasthefocusof considerablecomputationalexperimentationduring this effort. As
discussedpreviously with regard to airload reconstruction calculations, both high
temporaland high spatial resolutionappearto be necessaryto accuratelypredict high
frequencyloadingeventsandfar-field noise. Therefore,the refinedintegralcoremodel
asdescribedin Section4 was incorporatedin the reconstructionapproachto study its
effect on noise prediction. A discussionof airload predictions is first presentedto
identify theBVI eventsresponsiblefor thenoisegenerationandtheability of theanalysis
to modelthem.

Figure7-21 show'stheairloadtimehistoriesattwo radial stationsfor theUH-60A
at Test Point 1126; here,the basic reconstructionschemewith the Scully core inner
solution(Eq.4-1) is used,with thecoresizesselectedusingthedefaultschemedescribed
in Section4.1. Thecalculationused20 filamentstrailing from eachbladeat 32azimuth
locations reconstructedwith a multiplier of 30:1 to obtain 0.375 degreeazimuth
incrementsin thefinal result. It isevidentthatthe loadingsignatureon theretreatingside
is capturedmoderatelywell while the small but important BVI loading peakson the
advancingside aremissing. Using visualizationsof thecomputedwakeconfigurations
(e.g.,counterpartsto Fig. 7-9 for TestPoint 1126),it wasobservedthat thetip filaments
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were the likely source of the loading event around azimuth angle 45 deg., and that the
CVC trailers that composed the vortex bundle interacting with the blade at this point
exhibited a strong tendency to roll up, though the rollup appears incomplete at the time of
interaction. It was also evident that the events on the retreating side (which are also due
to tip vortex interactions) are caused by relatively "young" tip vortices (90-180 deg. of

wake age) while those on the advancing side are caused by "older" tip vortices (360-540
deg. of wake age) generated from previous rotor rotations.

Applying the refined vortex core model in addition to reconstruction gave the

results shown in Figure 7-22. The correlation on the retreating side of the rotor improves
slightly, but the event on the advancing side is still not predicted well. This calculation
was run with a relatively low value of a "vortex age parameter" which governs the age of
vortices that are considered to be candidates for amalgamation (or "bundling") with the

refined core model, as well as determining the strength and position of the bundled
replacement vortex. The fact that the effects of the refined core model are seen here on
the retreating side but not on the advancing side indicates that some element of the
structure of the group of filaments encountering the blade in the first quadrant has not
been fully captured with this low setting of the vortex age parameter. Increasing this

parameter leads to the result in Figure 7-23, which indicates that the measured loading
signature on the advancing side is now beginning to be captured (though some extraneous
loading events at other azimuth locations also appear).

Increasing the vortex age parameter in this manner in general leads to fewer
filaments being bundled into a replacement vortex at a given azimuthal age, but it also
leads to a shift in the position of the replacement vortex, owing to the assumption that this
vortex is positioned at the centroid of the bundled filaments. The change in predicted
loading observed here is attributed to this effect; though fewer filaments are bundled
together as the age parameter is increased - resulting in a weaker replacement vortex - the
position of the bundled filament appears to shift closer to the blade, leading to the
appearance of a loading event that resembles the measured signature.

In one sense, this result simply reinforces a lesson of both this and previous
investigations, namely that miss distance is very important in capturing BVI loading.
However, here only a subset of the trailed filaments from the generating blade will in
general participate in the close interaction, suggesting that the vortical structure that the
blade encounters is only partially rolled up. Qualitatively, the vortex wake geometry in
this interaction is similar to that shown in Figure 7-9 for Test Point 1137, with a group of
widely spaced f'daments trailing from the blade in the second quadrant bundling loosely
together and encountering the blade in the first quadrant. Ultimately, it will be necessary
to obtain better resolution of the rollup process to enhance confidence in the quantitative
predictions, but the present results are judged to be a promising step in the direction of
illustrating the important mechanisms at work in this type of interaction.

To illustrate the effects of the refined vortex core model on high resolution noise

prediction, the surface pressure distributions from the computations above were used to
calculate the sound pressure level at microphone 9. The results are presented in Figure
7-24, with and without the refined core model. As is seen in this figure, using the refined
core model captures the spikiness associated with BVI noise found in the data, whereas
the spikiness is not predicted with the baseline Scully core model. Though there are still
magnitude and phasing discrepancies between the prediction and the data, this result is

encouraging and suggests that further improvement of the refined vortex core model
within the reconstruction scheme is required to successfully capture the impulsive BVI
noise signature.
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8.0 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The focus of this effort has been on developing and demonstrating methods for
applying reconstruction techniques using the CVC wake model for the prediction of high
resolution airloads. The reconstruction approach permits such calculations to be carded

out with dramatically reduced computation time compared to conventional direct
methods. The original formulation and implementation of flow field reconstruction for
main rotors and tail rotors has been extended to directly address the loads induced by the
interaction of the rotor with its self-generated wake. Demonstration calculations carded

out on realistic rotor configurations in both high- and low-speed flight have shown that
the current reconstruction procedure can produce high resolution predictions of the wake-
induced loading. Furthermore, these reconstruction calculations confirm and even exceed
early estimates of a reduction of from one to two orders of magnitude in CPU relative to
direct calculations.

During the course of this effort, considerable additional improvements have been
made beyond the implementation and testing of reconstruction. For example, new,
accelerated free vortex modeling methods have been brought to bear on the initial low-
resolution computations. Even though relatively large time steps are used in these

computations, the need to have adequate spatial resolution of the CVC wake (i.e., a
sufficient number of spanwise filaments and an adequate length of free wake downstream
of the generating blade) means that large numbers of vortex elements will still be in use,
causing a substantial computational burden. The fast vortex method applied here allows
reductions in CPU of a factor of three to five for typical rotor wake computations. An
alternative time integration scheme has also been employed in conjunction with code
options that limit the domain of full free wake computations to offer a further factor of
two to three reduction in CPU. In sum, an order of magnitude reduction in computation
time can be realized over and above that obtained through the application of
reconstruction.

Integral modeling of the rollup of the trailing wake from the rotor blades has
made possible improved representation of the vortex core. This new core model builds
on a flexible numerical matching technique that incorporates a more realistic core
structure into the swirl velocity profile. This type of modeling is an example of the
flexibility afforded by the reconstruction approach, which allows the analytical swirl
velocity profile to be matched into the CVC filament model in a consistent manner. This
implementation has also helped remove another layer of arbitrariness from the
representation of the vortex wake by introducing a swirl velocity profile with direct
physical motivation. While more general models for the core structure can and should be
developed, the present treatment is a useful "template" for such successor models.

The analysis of rotor blade aerodynamic loading has been enhanced through the
application of a selectively refined vortex lattice computation that provides improved
resolution of the surface pressure distribution on the airfoil for input to the WOPWOP
noise analysis. This refined lattice capability includes the effect of the unsteady near
wake through an indicial function model that implicitly builds in the spanwise shed

vorticity in the region immediately downstream of the blade.

Also, the final version of RotorCRAFT/AA has retained and in some cases

enhanced the dual rotor capability built into the baseline high-resolution flow field code
that was in hand at the outset of the effort. These capabilities have not been extensively
discussed in this document, since the present focus is on correlation work with main rotor
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airloads. However, the potential for dual rotor computations remains for application to
tilt rotor, tandem, and coaxial configurations, within the limitations discussed above.

As indicted in the correlation studies discussed in this report, the current version

of RotorCRAFF/AA has produced promising agreement with measured data, though

results vary from case to case. Low resolution computations of unsteady loading at
several radial stations for both the Boeing 360 and the UH-60 are close to the measured

values, even though the predictions are effectively filtered by the use of coarse time steps.
A similar assessment applies to the noise computations of the UH-60 test, where the gross

size and phasing of the acoustic pressure is reasonably well captured at several different

microphone locations.

High resolution computations with time steps as small as 0.375 deg. show the
benefits of applying reconstruction to these airload and noise calculations and the

importance of precise vortex core modeling for capturing the high frequency events
properly. The application of the new integral core model appears to contribute
substantially to the accuracy of the predicted unsteady airloads, in particular to begin to
capture the loading characteristic of first-quadrant BVI events. In addition, the
computations with both high time resolution and the enhanced core model in place

capture some of the appropriate physical features of BVI noise in the far field, though the
sensitivities of the predicted results to such issues as spatial resolution of the CVC wake,
the choice for modeling the surface pressures, and the detailed structure of the core have

yet to be fully determined.

A variety of near term tasks remain to be pursued during ongoing development of
RotorCRAFT/AA. Additional test calculations must be carried out to assess the

robustness and accuracy of using various combinations of temporal interpolation and
vortex rollup strategies to predict measured airloading. Investigations of the distinctive
role of the inboard wake should also be conducted, to assess its importance in

determining the unsteady loading encountered by the rotor. Dual rotor calculations
should be undertaken to document and evaluate the ability of RotorCRAFT/AA to

directly address tail rotor loading and noise. Also, as discussed in the previous section,
additional work must be done on analyzing the role of partially rolled-up vortical wakes

in generating crucial first-quadrant BVI loading. Finally, the costs and benefits of

complete closed-loop reconstruction - in which blade motion and loads are updated to be
fully consistent with the flow field generated by the high resolution inner solution -
should be assessed.

In summary, substantial improvements have been achieved in the analysis of
rotor/rotor-wake interactions through the development of the high-resolution CVC wake
model described in this report. The use of flow field and airload reconstruction in

conjunction with linear aerodynamic blade models and improved treatments of the vortex
core structure have demonstrated considerable capability in capturing unsteady rotor

loading that contributes to rotor noise. However, prediction of noise for tilt rotors and

helicopters for fully general flight conditions will require extending current capabilities to
adequately model rotor transonic aerodynamics and aeroelasticity, since the analysis of
the unsteady loading of rotor blades at high speed demands both refined structural
modeling and advanced analyses of computational fluid dynamics. Such an endeavor
constitutes the next logical step in the development of the computational tools now
available.
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